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FOREWORD 
This volume of studies on Chamic languages comes two decades after the previous 
volume (Papers in Southeast Asian Linguistics No.4: Chamic Studies, PL, A-48, 1977), 
and so seems long overdue in a field of study that is active. The first volume included only 
papers on languages in or near the Champa homeland; this second volume looks farther 
afield, with a paper on Tsat, a clearly Chamic language in Hainan, and with glances towards 
possible further affiliation with Acehnese and Moken. With the recent renewed scholarly 
interest in Chamic we can hope that the third volume of studies on Chamic languages will not 
be too long in coming. 
David Thomas 
Summer Institute of Linguistics 
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A GRAMMAR SKETCH OF WESTERN (CAMBODIAN) CHAM 
NEIL I. BAUMGARTNER 
1. INTRODUCTION I 
The Cham language is in the Chamic branch of the Austronesian family of languages. It is 
spoken by about 300,000 to 350,000 people in Vietnam and Cambodia. The language is 
clivided into two major clialects, or more likely, two separate languages. Eastern (or 
Vietnamese) Cham is spoken by about 35,000 people in Vietnam in the area of the towns of 
Phan Rang and Phan Ri, and Western (or Camboclian) Cham (WCham) is spoken in 
Cambodia by about 250,000 to 300,000 people and by about 20,000 people in the Mekong 
Delta region of Vietnam, with concentrations in Chau Doc, Tay Ninh, and Saigon. There are 
three main divisions of Western Cham-Western Cham as spoken along the Mekong, 
Western Cham as spoken along the TonIe Sap especially in the Kompong Chhnang province, 
and Western Cham as spoken in Vietnam-as well as a fourth small group of Chams near 
Kompot. Pronunciation accounts for much of the difference between the clialects, with 
vocabulary also being a factor. There seem to be few, if any, differences in grammatical 
structure. 
This is a grammar sketch of Western Cham and is based on texts that were collected in 
1970-1975 in Southeast Asia by Timothy and Barbara Friberg, who were working there 
with the Summer Institute of Linguistics. The texts represent several of the clialects of 
Western Cham. These texts have been supplemented by a small amount of elicited data. 
Many questions still exist and may be answered after looking at more data. 
2. CLAUSES 
The basic clause structure of WCham is subject-verb--object (svo). Adverbial elements­
words or phrases that modify a verb or an entire sentence---occur at four places in the clause. 
They may occur at the beginning of the clause (conjunctions), at the end of the clause (final 
particles), before the verb (preverbal adverbs) or after the verb (adverbs). Embedded 
adverbial clauses may occur at either the beginning or end of the clause. 
2.1 BASIC CLAUSES 
Basic clauses in WCham are of two types, active and non-active (also known as stative). 
See the appendix for a list of abbreviations. 
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2 NEIL I. BAUMGARTNER 
2.1.1 ACTIVE CLAUSES 
2.1.1.1 AMBIENT ACTIVE CLAUSES 
Only one example of an ambient clause has been found so far. It contains the word djauk 
to hit' with the phrase ngrn rabuk 'storm': 
( 1) Djauk ngrn rabuk.2 
VT N < 
to.hit storm < 
There arose a storm. 
More examples are needed before a description of the structure of ambient clauses can be 
given. 
2.1.1.2 INTRANSITIVE ACTIVE CLAUSES 
Intransitive clauses have the structure of noun phrase as subject followed by the verb 
phrase. For example: 
(2) Ku ndn c1uaik nao. 
N DET VI DIR 
Khmer that to.run away 
The Khmers run away. 
(3) Nhu c1uaik nao. 
PRO VI DIR 
3 to.run away 
They all ran away. 
2.1. 1.3 TRANSITIVE ACTIVE CLAUSES 
Transitive clauses have the structure of noun phrase as subject, verb phrase, and noun 
phrase as direct object. For example: 
(4) Hliin mayai ha rung. 
PRO VT NUM N 
ISG.LORESP to.say one story 
I tell a story. 
2.1.1.4 BITRANSITIVE ACTIVE CLAUSES 
Bitransitive clauses have the subject noun phrase followed by the verb phrase with the 
direct object noun phrase followed by the indirect object prepositional phrase. The 
prepositional phrase is introduced by the preposition ka 'to'. For example: 
2 The orthography used here follows Vietnamese conventions. 
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(5) Yah rok nao, DOh drap kau, 
ADVZ vr DIR vr N PRO 
if to.dig away to.see thing I.RESP 
hli djauk fa bray nJ ka kau wdk. 
PRO AUX ADV VB DET PREP PRO FIN 
2.LORESP must only to.give this to 1.RESP back 
If, when digging, I find my belongings, you must give this territory back to 
me. 
(Rok means literally 'to dig around something that can be seen'.) 
2.1.2 NON-ACTIVE CLAUSES 
Non-active clauses are clauses that do not show any action in the verb. This type of clause 
includes equative clauses, descliptive clauses, adverbial clauses (such as 'he is here'; 'he is at 
home') and existential clauses. 
2.1.2.1 EQUATIVE NON-ACTIVE CLAUSES 
Equative non-active clauses contain two noun phrases. The first (in bold) functions as the 
subject of the clause and the second (underlined) is the predicate complement. There is no 
verb. For example: 
(6) Kau kra kaauh. 
PRO I:! .$. 
l.H IRESP turtle .$. 
I am a turtle. 
2.1.2.2 DESCRlPTlVE NON-ACTIVE CLAUSES 
Descliptive clauses have the structure of noun phrase as subject and adjective phrase as the 
predicate complement. In my data there are no words that function as a verb in descliptive 
clauses. For example: 
(7) Nhu uan tabuan. 
PRO ADJ < 
3 happy < 
They (the Khmers) were very happy. 
(8) Nhu uan tabuan saoai tai 10. 
PRO ADJ < ADJ < ADV 
3 happy < happy < very 
They were very, very happy. 
2.1.2.3 EXISTENTIAL NON-ACTIVE CLAUSES 
An existential clause in WCham may have the structure: verb phrase, consisting of the 
existential verb mada 'there is', followed by a noun phrase. For example: 
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(9) Mada Chiim 
VN N.PROP 
ha rang ndn trah. 
NUM CL DET VI 
there.be Cham one person that to.cast(fish-nets) 
There was a Cham man casting fish-nets. 
2.1.3 ADVERBIAL ELEMENTS 
Adverbial types of elements can occur in four posItIOns in a clause, but generally a 
particular adverbial word will be found in only one of these positions. Adverbial elements 
can occur at the beginning of a clause, at the end of a clause, before a verb or after a verb. 
Those that occur sentence-initially (examples 10,11) generally carry a meaning of time or of 
sequencing of events in relation to other events and relate the entire sentence to a clause or 
sentence preceding it. Typically, these are called conjunctions. They differ from conjunctions 
that connect two clauses into sentences or two phrases or words. They seem to function at 
the discourse level and tie the time-line of the story or episode together. They also differ from 
adverbialisers (i.e. subordinating conjunctions) in that adverbialisers connect a subordinate 
clause to its main ·clause, with the subordinate clause providing background or setting 
information, while the main clause usually presents new information. This type of 
conjunction will be called a sentence conjunction (CNJS). 
(10) Bloh patao Chiim laik: 
CNJS N N.PROP vr 
then king Cham to.say 
Then the Cham king said: 
(11) Hani kau bray hzi hu nzik ha rang. 
CNJS PRO YT PRO vr N NUM CL 
now l.HIRESP to.give 2.LORESP to.have child one CL (person) 
Now, I will give you a child. 
Adverbial elements that occur at the end of the clause or sentence have the entire clause or 
sentence in view and semantically carry the idea of completion (finished, completed, 
already), certainty (indeed, true), negation, possibility or impossibility, immediateness, or 
customary action (often, again). For lack of a better term these will be called sentence-final 
particles (FIN). For example: 
(12) Ru bloh 
vr FIN 
mlk ndn matai yd 
N DET vr FIN 
dok 
VI 
kac1dng. 
ADY 
to.rock finished child that to.die already to.stay quite 
Finished rocking, the child was dead and silent. 
Preverbal adverbial words (PYA) carry the meaning of 'ever, nearly, only, still, always, or 
again'. These are part of the verb phrase and occur after the tense or auxiliary and before the 
verb. For example: 
(13) Mizik del ng8k sang ray? 
N PYA vr N YN.QM 
younger.uncle ever to.make house also 
Have you (young uncle) ever built a house? 
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The postverbal adverbial words (ADv) are what are more typically thought of as adverbs 
and usually relate the manner of action (melodiously, clumsily, well, much, for pleasure) or 
location or position (in a line, far). For example: 
(14) Ong non hamlt nhu mayai bangi pmg. 
N DET VT PRO VT ADV < 
TITLE.RESP that to.hear 3 to.talk melodious < 
He heard them speaking melodiously. 
Of course, there are exceptions to the above, both in that some words occur in more than 
one place, and some places occasionally have a meaning other than what is listed above. 
2.2 CLAUSE VARIATIONS 
2.2.1 NEGATION 
Negative clauses, as in examples (15) and (20), are formed by adding the final particle 0 
'NEG' at the end of the clause. 
(15) Rean ngak pap gah mlk matau ndn O. 
VT VT AD] N N N DET NEG 
to. dare to.do evil direction child chi Id.in.law that NEG 
He didn't dare do any more evil things to the son-in-law. 
2.2.2 CHANGES IN GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS 
In Cham, grammatical relations are indicated almost entirely by word order as there are no 
inflectional affixes, case markings or agreement markings. Passivisation has been found, but 
as yet no dative movement or other similar changes have been observed. 
Passive clauses in Cham, as in examples (17) and (18), are formed by moving the noun 
phrase functioning as direct object to the beginning of the sentence and inserting djauk 
'PASS', a passive marker or auxiliary verb, between the direct object noun phrase and the 
subject noun phrase. 
(16) Sohput khan h1i1n. 
N VT PRO 
friend to. tell 1SG.LORESP 
A friend told me. 
( 17) Hli1n djauk sohput khan. 
PRO AUX N VT 
ISG.LORESP PASS friend to. tell 
I was told by a friend. 
An impersonal passive can be formed by using rang 'someone' after djauk. Whether the 
subject noun phrase can be omitted completely has not yet been determined. 
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(18) HJi1n djauk rang khan. 
PRO AUX PRO VT 
lSG.RESP PASS 3.INDEF to. tell 
I was told by a friend. 
2.3 EMBEDDED CLAUSES 
Embedded clauses are clauses that are contained as part of the main clause, such as a 
relative clause, a complement clause functioning as the subject or object of a clause, or a 
clause that replaces an adverb phrase showing time, location, purpose, reason, and so on. 
Constructions such as indirect quotes, embedded questions, embedded commands, and 
subject-to-object raising have not yet been thoroughly analysed. 
2.3.1 RELATIVE CLAUSES 
A relative clause, as in examples (19)-(21), is a clause that is embedded in a noun phrase 
and that modifies the head noun of the noun phrase. Relative clauses are positioned just 
before the determiner (DET) if one is present, or at the end of the noun phrase if there is no 
determiner. The phrase in the relative clause that is the same entity as the head noun is 
replaced by kung 'who/whatfwhich/when, etc.', the relative pronoun in Cham. In the 
following example, the relative clause is a non-active descriptive clause. The relativised noun 
phrase in the relative clause functions as the subject. Note that in these relative clause 
examples the head noun that is modified by the relative clause is underlined and the relative 
clause is in bold. 
(19) No, tal hray ha sa ndn mada dam ha rang 
PART ADVZ N NUM < DET VN N NUM CL 
PAUSAL.PART when day one < that there.be suitor one CL 
kung nas, mai duh daok ong ndn. 
REL.PRO ADJ VI VT < N DET 
w ho intelligent to.come to. serve < old.man that 
One day it happened that an intelligent suitor came to serve the father. 
In the following example, dam 'suitor' is the head noun of the noun phrase that contains 
the relative clause. The relativised noun phrase is the subject and is realised by the relative 
pronoun kung 'who'. 
(20) Yau ndn yd dam tong hadom kung mai mdng 
CNJS < < N ADJ ADJ REL.PRO V I  PREP 
that's.why < < suitors all many w ho to.come from 
dahlau mai ndn hu drom hOng ong ndn 
N F IN DET VT VI PREP N DET 
before tow ard that to.be.able.to to.endure with old. man that 
ngiik pap o .  
VT ADJ FIN 
to.make evil NEG 
Therefore all those previous suitors could not endure the man's evil deeds. 
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Relative clauses have been found in noun phrases that are a subject, direct object, 
predicate complement (predicate in non-active clauses) or a vocative or addressive. The 
relativised phrase in the relative clause can be a noun phrase, or adverbial phrase. The 
relativised phrase, whether a noun phrase, adverb phrase, or predicate complement, is 
replaced by kung. If the relativised phrase is not the subject of the relative clause, kung will 
be moved to the front of the clause. Below is an example of the relativised phrase being an 
adverb phrase. The noun phrase containing the relative clause is underlined, and the relative 
pronoun, kung, is in bold. 
(2 1) Tiil hamIt yau ndn nao dam ndn nao blay kan mdk 
CNJS vr PRO < FIN N DET VI vr N VT 
when to.hear thus < away suitor that to.go to. buy fish to.take 
nao kiik daliim ea 
DIR VT PREP N 
away to.tie.up in water 
khea mdk nao 
vr vr VI 
liim 
PREP 
m 
trah 
vr 
odng kung ong ndn 
N REL.PRO N DET 
lake where old.man that 
page. 
N 
to.propose to.have to.go to.fish.with.net tomorrow 
When the suitor heard this he went and bought fish and took them to put them 
in the lake where the old man planned to fish the next day. 
2.3.2 COMPLEMENT CLAUSES 
Complement clauses are clauses that are used in place of a subject, object, or some other 
nuclear element of the clause. (Subject complements have not yet been observed in Western 
Cham.) Direct and indirect quotes are also complement clauses. The only complementiser 
found so far is laik 'that'. Not all complement clauses use a complementiser. 
2.3.2.1 OBJECT COMPLEMENTS 
In Cham, with certain verbs, the direct object of a clause (i.e. the noun phrase that follows 
a verb in a transitive clause) may be a full sentence (i.e. an object complement). In example 
(22) the subject of both the main clause and the embedded clause is Jawa, so Jawa does not 
appear in the embedded clause. In (23) the subject of the main clause (Khmer, understood 
from context) and the subject of the embedded clause are different, so the subject of the 
embedded clause (MaJayu) must appear. The complement clauses in (22) and (23) do not use 
a complementiser to introduce them. 
(22) Jawa 
N 
khln 
vr 
1:xJng kok 
V T  N 
ta-uk. 
< 
Javanese to.want to.eat knee < 
The Javanese want to eat their knees. 
(23) Boh MaJayu mai gaile. 
vr N V I  ADV 
to.see Malay to.come again 
The Khmers see the Malays corning again. 
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Another type of complement clause uses a complementiser to introduce the complement 
clause. The main clause verb is a verb of mental activity (e.g. think, want,3 wonder, believe, 
hope, know, understand) as in examples (24) and (25), or a verb of speech (e.g. say, ask, 
cry, scream) as in (26). The clauses using verbs of speech will be presented in the section on 
direct quotes. The complementiser, iaik 'that' is in bold, and the embedded clause is 
underlined. 
(24) Nhu thau Iaik Patao Chiim ndn tiik phiin krek ndn pa;aidh. 
PRO VT CMPZ N N.PROP DET VT N N DET VT 
3 to.know that King Cham that to.cut tree krek that to. destroy 
They knew that the Cham king had cut the krek tree down. 
(25) Dray yoi Iaik ngak Xilll. ndn ;iang g. 
PRO VT CMPZ VT PRO < NEG < 
IPL to. understand that to.do like.that < can't < 
We understand that we cannot do like that. 
2.3.2.2 DIRECT QUOTES 
In a clause in which the main verb is a speech act, the direct object is an embedded clause, 
which is preceded by the complementiser laik 'that' . For example: 
(26) Ong Chiim ndn sua Iaik: ''D;auk g§k ph6ng 
N N.PROP DET VT CMPZ WH.QM < N 
TITLE.RESP Cham that to.ask that why < group 
hll auaik?" 
PRO VI 
2.LORESP to.run 
An old Cham man asks them: "Why are all of you running?" 
2.3.3 ADVERBIAL CLAUSES 
Adverbial clauses are clauses which are embedded in another clause and which give 
information about the time, purpose or reason of the action of the clause in which It IS 
embedded. An adverbial clause may also give the hypothetical or contrafactual condition (i.e. 
if . . . then) for the clause in which it is embedded. This is not the conjoining of two clauses, 
but rather the embedding of one clause inside another, with the embedded clause taking the 
place of an adverbial phrase. The embedded clause is introduced with an adverbialiser 
(ADvz) which some may call a subordinating conjunction. In the following examples the 
adverbialiser is in bold, and the embedded clause is underlined. 
2.3.3.1 TIME ADVERBIAL CLAUSES 
Embedded time Adverbial Clauses usually come at the beginning of the sentence, with the 
main clause following it. For example: 
3 The verb khln 'to want' is found both with and without a complementiser. See example (22). 
(27) 
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Haday mdng thau bruk 
ADVZ < VT N 
after < to.know matters 
ko bray nhu dok. 
FOC VT PRO VI 
FOC to.let 3 to.stay 
nhu blob, Patao Cham 
PRO FIN N N.PROP 
3 already King Cham 
When he knew their situation the Cham king let them settle. 
2.3.3.2 PURPOSE ADVERBIAL CLAUSES 
9 
To indicate purpose, the purpose clause is embedded at the end of the main clause and it is 
introduced by the adverbialiser tok 'in order that'. For example: 
(28) Dray ngak saphdu ni yau ni tOk mlk neh nhu 
PRO VT N AD] ADV < ADVZ N < PRO 
IPL to.make book this like.this < in.order.that children < 3 
takLi tai hi baik. 
VT < TNS VT 
to.like < FUT to. study 
We make the book like this so that the students will want to study. 
2.3.3.3 REASON ADVERBIAL CLAUSES 
Reason is indicated by embedding a clause at the end of the main clause, introducing the 
embedded clause with the adverbialiser kayoa 'because'. The second clause gives the reason 
for the first. For example: 
(29) Nhu thau laik yau ndn bray mm ndn kayoa 
PRO VT VT COMP.ADV < VT DIR DET ADVZ 
3 to.know to. say like.that < to.let toward that because 
mm hi pajaidh ph Lin krek. 
VI TNS VT N N 
to.come FUT to.destroy tree krek 
They say that because she came to destroy the 'krek' tree. 
2.3.3.4 HYPOTHETICAL CONDITION ADVERBIAL CLAUSES 
Hypothetical condition clauses are if. .. then clauses. The embedded conditional clause (the 
'if' clause) is first and is introduced by yah 'if', with the main clause giving the conclusion. 
For example: 
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(30) Yah phUn kayau 
ADV Z N < 
ndn 
DET 
prung, nao 
ADJ VI 
jhUl, nao pajaldh 
VT DIR VT 
i f  trees < those big to.go to. push away to.destroy 
phUn kayau ndn. 
N < DET 
trees < those 
If the tree was big it would push it over. 
2.3.3.5 CONTRAFACTUAL CONDITION ADVERBIAL CLAUSES 
A contrafactual condition clause is an if . . .  then clause which could be stated as 'if this were 
true, but it isn't.  . .  ' .  Contrafactual clauses in Western Cham have the same structure as 
hypothetical clauses. The identification of them as contrafactual comes from the context. In 
the following example, the one who came from India had asked permission to live there. 
(31) Yah hli thau laik tamih ea ni driip hli 
ADVZ. PRO VT CMPZ N < DET N PRO 
i f  2.LORESP to.know that tenitory < this thing 2.RESP 
ndn, hli mai mdng play India ddh mai, 
DET PRO VI PREP N N.PROP PREP DIR 
that 2.RESP to.come from country India over. there toward 
bet gek hli mai lakau di kau dok? 
N WH.QM PRO VI VT PREP PRO VI 
reason why? 2.RESP to.come to.ask from l.RESP to.live 
If you knew that this tenitory was yours, when you came from India why did 
you ask us permission to live here? 
2.4 CLAUSE COMBINING 
Two or more clauses can be combined either with a Conjunction (CONJ) or by simply 
placing one clause after the other. With the tendency to leave out known information, the 
subject of a juxtaposed second clause can be omitted, especially if it i s  also the subject of the 
first c lause. 
3. PHRASES 
3.1 NOUN PHRASES 
3.1.1 HEAD AND MODIFIERS 
In Western Cham, the head of the noun phrase (NP) can be a noun (N) (examples 37-41), 
pronoun (PRO) (examples 31, 33), a proper noun (N.PROP) (example 32), a determiner 
(DET) (example (34)) or classifier (CL) (examples 35, 36). A pronoun, proper noun, or 
determiner when used as the head of a noun phrase will always appear alone. 
(32) Ai 
N 
oldest.sibling 
mai pang 
VI VT 
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long lakay, ai long kamay, 
< ADJ N < ADJ 
< male(human) oldest.sibling < female 
[dares mayai takaJ ha rung gaik. 
N.PROP VT N NUM N ADJ 
to.come to.listen Idris to.tell story one story more 
Brothers and sisters, please come close to hear Idris tell another story. 
(33) moo lakau ma-ah di doa rang diuk pasang 
PRO VI < PREP NUM CL N N 
lSG.RES P to.pardon < from two CL wife husband 
ai 
N 
long. 
< 
oldest.sibling < 
I would like to ask the two of you (the couple) for pardon. 
(34) Ni mayai mdng rung tanuh ea Cham mdng asal awiiJ 
DET VT PREP N N < N.PROP PREP N < 
this to.speak about history kingdom < Cham from origin < 
beah mai tlil Chiim bih tanuh ea. 
ADVZ DIR PREP N .PROP VT N < 
until towards at Cham completely kingdom < 
This is to speak about the Cham kingdom, from the beginning to the complete 
disappearance of it. 
When used as the head of the noun phrase, a classifier will be preceded by at least one 
number (NUM). For example: 
(35) Ta;uh taRan rang nao tlil kuh glai ndn. 
NUM NUM CL VI < ADV N DET 
seven eight person to.arrive.at < middle forest that 
Seven or eight people went to the middle of the forest. 
(36) Jawa blay tangdi di Cham ha ratuh rial. 
N VT N PREP N.PROP NUM NUM CL 
Javanese to.buy com from Cham one hundred riel 
The Javanese people buy com from the Cham for a hundred riels. 
If a noun is the head of the noun phrase, it can be followed by an optional possessive NP 
(examples 37, 38), an adjective (ADJ) (examples 37, 38) (the order of the NP and ADJ can be 
switched), a number (NUM) (examples 37-39) and classifier (CL-the number cannot appear 
without the classifier) and finally by a determiner (example 39). 
(37) Nhu Mh sang hWn prung klau Mh. 
PRO VT N PRO ADJ NUM CL 
3 to.see house lSG.RESP big three CL 
He saw my three big houses. 
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(38) 
(39) 
Nhu Mh sang j2[JJ.flg hlun klau bOh. 
PRO VT N ADJ PRO NUM CL 
3 to.see house big 1SG.RESP three CL 
He saw my three big houses. 
Duaik naa ill Jabik ha sa ndn, ong Cham 
VI DIR PREP N NUM CL DET N N.PROP 
to.run away to place one CL that TITLE.RESP Cham 
ndn sua Jaik . .. 
DET VT CMPZ 
that to.ask that 
After running for a while, they arrive at a place, and an old Cham man asks 
them . . .  
In addition to  the above, a prepositional phrase (pp) or a noun phrase which consists of  a 
noun or two nouns has been used to modify a head noun. Apart from coming after the head 
noun and before the determiner, it has not been possible to place them more accurately in the 
noun phrase since there were no clauses in the data which included the prepositional phrase 
or noun phrase along with an adjective, possessive noun phrase, or number-classifier 
combination. In example (40) the NP is underlined and the PP that is modifying the noun 
tamih ea is in bold. Note that the NP in the pp-pJay Ku-consists of two nouns, with Ku 
modifying the main noun pJay. 
(40) Nhu hu mayai Jaik mdng saman dahlau tamlh ea 
PRO TNS VT CMPZ PREP N ADJ N < 
3 PAST to.say that from time in.the.past kingdom < 
eli ol£l.r 
PREP N 
Ku 
N 
ni set 
DET ADY 
ta 
< 
tasik. 
N 
in country Cambodian this entirely < sea 
They say that formerly Cambodia here was entirely sea. 
In example (41) a location NP consisting of two nouns-chdk aangrek 'mountain 
Dangrek'-modifies the head noun, takai 'foot'. 
(41) Maka mah Jabik tasik ndn di takai chdk Dan�k ndn 
CNJS PREP N N DET PREP N N N DET 
then at area sea that at foot mountain Dangrek that 
mada ha sa kah, rang iau Kah Gok DaJok. 
YN NUM CL N N VT N N.PROP N.PROP 
there.be one CL island people to.call Island Ook Dalok 
In the sea, near the foot of the Dangrek Mountains, there was an island; the 
Khmers called it Ook Dalok Island. 
In a few examples, the head noun follows the number and classifier. This is apparently 
found in older stories, in speech told to make them sound older, or in the speech of older 
speakers of Cham. This word order, with the noun coming after its modifiers, is similar to 
the word order of the noun phrases in Eastern (Vietnamese) Cham. 
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3.l.2 POSSESSION 
Possession i s  shown by placing a noun phrase after the noun that i s  possessed. If an 
adjective exists in the main noun phrase, it may come before or after the possessive noun 
phrase (examples 42, 43). It is possible that the possessive noun phrase is restricted in form, 
although the limited amount of data examined for this sketch is not conclusive one way or the 
other. 
(42) Nhu Mh sang hlOO prung 
PRO YT N PRO ADJ 
3 to. see house lSG.LORESP big 
He saw my three big houses. 
klau Mh. 
NUM CL 
three CL 
The possessive noun phrase and the adjective may also be reversed, with no apparent 
change in meaning. 
(43) Nhu Mh sang prung hlOO 
PRO VT N ADJ PRO 
3 to.see house big ISG.RESP 
He saw my three big houses. 
klau Mh. 
NUM CL 
three CL 
3.2 YERB PHRASES 
The verb phrase in Western Cham contains several elements. The head of the verb phrase 
is of course a verb. The verb may be intransitive, transitive, bitransitive, or non-active. 
Three categories of words may precede the intransitive, transitive, and bitransitive verbs in 
the verb phrase: tense (TNS-hu 'past ' ,  hi 'future') (example 44), auxi liary (Aux-djauk 
'must') (examples 45, 46) and a preverb adverb (PYA) (examples 45, 47). 
(44) Nhu hu mayai laik mdng saman dahlau tamih ea 
(45) 
PRO TNS VT CMPZ PREP N AD] N < 
3 PAST to.say that from time in.the.past territory < 
di play 
PREP N 
Ku 
N 
m set 
DET ADY 
tIl 
< 
tasik. 
N 
in country Cambodian this entirely < sea 
They say that formerly the territory of Cambodia here was entirely sea. 
Yah rok nao, Mh drap kau, hli d;auk m 
ADYZ VT DIR VT N PRO PRO AUX PYA 
if to.dig away to.see thing l.HlRESP 2.LORESP mus t only 
bray ni ka kau wdk. 
VT DET PREP PRO FIN 
to.give this to l.HlRESP back 
If you go dig it up and find my things, you have to give it back to me. 
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(46) Rani djauk hLi 
ADV AUX PRO 
bray 
VT 
now mus t 2.LORESP to.give 
ka kau wdk. 
PREP PRO FIN 
to I.HIRESP back 
pag6J wl1lih 
VT N 
to.hand.over tenitory 
Now you must hand over this tenitory back to me. 
(47) MiLik del ngak sang ray? 
N PYA VT N YN.QM 
younger. uncle ever to.make house also 
Have you (young uncle) ever built a house? 
ea m mai 
< DET DIR 
< this toward 
Two categories of words occur after the verb, directional (DIR-nao 'away', mai 'come') 
(examples 48, 50, 60, 65), and adverbs (ADv) (example 49, 50). Directionals generally 
occur immediately after the verb. Adverbs occur after the directionals. 
(48) Yah r6k nao. bOh drap kau, hLi djauk W 
ADVZ VT DIR VT N PRO PRO AUX PYA 
if . to.dig away to. see tiling I.HIRESP 2.LORESP must only 
bray ni ka kau wdk. 
VT DET PREP PRO FIN 
to.give this to I.RESP back 
If you go dig it up and find my things, you have to give it back to me. 
(49) Hu dok sanang sanea gan 1amLi rai patao 
TNS VI ADV < PREP NUM N N 
PAST to.live peacefully < for. the.duration.of five reign king 
pak G6k DaJ6k ndn. 
PREP N.PROP N.PROP DET 
at Ook Dalok that 
They lived peacefully for five generations of kings at Ook Dalok. 
(50) Nhu duaik nao tab yd. 
PRO VI DIR ADV FIN 
3 to.run away far already 
They have run far already. 
The non-active verb appears alone (example 9), if it is there at all. Sometimes there is no 
verb in a non-active clause (examples 6-8). 
3.3 ADJECTIVE PHRASES 
Adjective phrases in WCham have an obligatory adjective (examples 51, 52) followed by 
an optional intensifier (usually 16 'very') (example 52). 
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(51) Katiang m prong. 
N DET ADJ 
boil this big 
This boil is big. 
(52) Katiang m prong 16. 
N DET ADJ INT 
boil this big very 
This boil is very big. 
3.4 ADVERBIAL PHRASES 
Phrases that are adverbial In nature have three different structures: adverb phrases, 
prepositional phrases, and a limited set of noun phrases. 
3.4.1 ADVERB PHRASES 
Adverb phrases are made up of an obligatory adverb as head (examples 53, 54, 67) and an 
optional intensifier (usually 18 'very', occasionally day 'very') (example 54). 
(53) Ong ndn hamJt nhu mayai bangi pMlg. 
N DET VT PRO VT ADV < 
TITLE.RESP that to.hear 3 to. talk melodious < 
He heard them speaking melodiously. 
(54) Mad8 1aik mdng dray mada 
CNJS < PREP PRO VT 
bruk 
N 
rawi'im 16 
ADJ ADV 
day dray 
INT PRO 
but < from IPL there.be work to.be.busy much very IPL 
ngaJe 
VT 
saphdU 
N 
ni dhlt 
ADJ ADV 
8. 
FIN 
to.make book this completely .gone NEG 
Because we were so busy we weren't able to finish the book. 
3.4.2 PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES 
Prepositional phrases are adverbial in nature and can modify a verb or a noun. In example 
(55) the larger prepositional phrase, indicating where something was written, is in bold, the 
noun phrase that is part of the prepositional phrase is underlined, and the embedded 
prepositional phrase that modifies the noun tapUk 'book' is double underlined. 
(55) nuam tapUk Ku mc!ng ka1 dahlau nhu hu 
PREP N N PREP N ADJ PRO TNS 
in book Cambodian from time in.the.pas t 3 PAST 
hrak, ngen saphdu Preah Thong Neang Neak. 
VT N N N.PROP N.PROP N.PROP N.PROP 
to.write name book Preah Thong Neang Neak 
This is written in an ancient Khmer book called 'Preah Thong Neang Neak'. 
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3.4.3 NOUN PHRASES 
There is a limited set of noun phrases that can be used adverbially. The head noun of these 
noun phrases often relates to time or location, such as maJam 'night', mabroi 'yesterday', 
and other time-related nouns, as well as a few words like sang 'house, home' (examples 56-
58). 
(56) TaJ pang nao maJJm eli sa, dam ndn hamIt ong hOng 
ADYZ VT VI N ADJ < N DET VT N PREP 
when to. listen to.go night first < suitor that to.hear old.man with 
mule mayai gauk laik: "Page ni ong 
N VT REFL CMPZ N DET N 
grandmother to.speak together that tomorrow this old. man 
padM dam ndn ngak Jiang jaJ meok 
VT N DET VT VN N VT 
to.do.again suitor that to.do to.be large. fish. net to. carry 
trah kan daJam odng ni odng ndn". 
VI F PREP N DET N DET 
to.fish.with.net fish in lake this lake that 
nao 
VI 
to.go 
khill 
VT 
to. want 
While he was listening the first night, the suitor heard the man and woman talk 
together, saying: "Tomorrow I want to use that suitor as a fish net which I will 
take to fish in such and such a lake". 
(57) Marekang 
N 
mai 
VI 
mabroi. 
N 
American(s) to.come y es terday 
The Americans carne yesterday. 
(58) man hi nao sang. 
PRO TNS VI N 
1SG.LORESP PUT to.go hous e 
I will go home. 
4. SENTENCES 
4.1 QUESTIONS 
4.1.1 YES/NO QUESTIONS 
Yes/no questions in Cham can be formed in at least three ways, all of which involve 
adding a word or a phrase to the end of the clause. 
The first way is by adding the word ray to the end of the clause (example 59). In other 
locations in the sentence, ray can mean 'or', 'so', or 'also'. In this type of yes/no clause, ray 
marks the sentence as a question. In addition, the intonation, which usually falls at the end of 
a sentence, rises at the end of yes/no questions. 
(59) Bah ray? 
VT F IN 
to.see YN.Q M 
See? 
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The second type of yes/no question adds mIn to the end of the clause (example 60). It can 
also be used at the end of a statement as an affirmative particle, but in the following clause, it 
marks the clause as a yes/no question. Rising intonation at the end of the clause indicates this 
is a question. 
(60) Ch1m kung rang 
N REL.PRO PRO 
animal that 3.INDEF 
odng hu mill? 
YT YT FIN 
to.eat to.be.able.to YN.Q M 
chuh 
YT 
to.hunt 
Can they eat animals that they hunted? 
ndn rang mdk mm 
DET PRO YT DIR 
that 3.lNDEF to. bring toward 
The third type of yes/no questions uses a phrase at the end: ray ha soh mIn. This seems to 
function as a tag ending on the sentence, as in English 'Bill is tall, isn't he?' For example: 
(61 ) Rang del padar sau nao doah pagui ch1m my 
PRO ADV YT N VI YT YT N ADV 
3.lNDEF ever to.use dog to.go to.search.for to.chase animal als o 
ba soh mill? 
CONJ FIN < 
or or.not < 
Do they or don't they ever use dogs to search for, to chase the animals? 
4.1.2 CONTENT QUESTIONS 
4.1.2.1 WH QUESTIONS 
Content questions are questions that ask for more than a yes or no answer. Typically, 
these questions use a word that replaces part or all of the noun phrase, adverb phrase, 
adverbial clause and so on. In some cases, the questioned part of the sentence is moved to the 
front of the sentence. 
In the following non-active sentence, the type of the subject noun is questioned (i.e. the 
quality, type, etc.). The noun chlm is followed by the content question word, gek. 
(62) Ch1m gek manung kung rang nao 
N WH.QM ADJ REL.PRO PRO VI 
birds/animals(generic) what some that 3.INDEF to.go 
chuh ndn? 
VT DET 
to.hunt that 
What are the birds (animals) that they go hunting? 
In example (63) the direct object is questioned. The word hagek replaces the direct object 
in the sentence following the verb. 
(63) Rang padar bagek manung samrap chuh 
PRO YT WH.QMADJ CONJ YT 
3.INDEF to.use what? some for.the.purpose.of to.hunt 
What (material) do they use to hunt animals? 
ch1m ndn? 
N DET 
animals that 
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In example (64) the manner is questioned. The content question word (or actually phrase) 
is yau bar and it occurs in the position in the sentence where adverbs or adverbial clauses 
explaining manner would be found. 
(64) Kanram 
N 
ko rang 
FOC PRO 
cMk 
VT 
yau bar? 
W H.QM < 
animal.trap(falls on victim) FOC 3.INDEF to.place how ? < 
How do they set up the trap that falls on victims? 
4. 1 .2.2 EITHER/OR 
Either/Or questions are content questions that give the one who responds only two options 
(examples 65, 66). In this type of question, there are two clauses which are connected by the 
conjunction ha 'or'. The conjunction is marked by bold type, and the full clauses are 
underlined on either side of the conjunction. 
(65) Rang nao chuh ndn rang nao chuh ma-In ha 
PRO VI VT DET PRO VI VT ADV CONJ 
3.INDEF to.go to.hunt that 3.INDEF to.go to.hunt for.pleasure or 
rang chuh mdk mm odng? 
PRO VT VT DIR VT 
3.INDEF to. hunt to.bring toward to.eat 
When they go hunting, do they hunt the animals for pleasure or do they hunt 
them for food? 
(66) Hi nao ha rang doa rang ha nao 18 gauk ? 
TNS VI NUM CL NOM CL CONJ VI ADI N 
FUT to.go one person two person or to.go many companion 
Do they go alone, in a group of two, or a lot more (than that)? 
4.2 COMMANDS 
There are two types of commands that have been found so far. The first is a mild 
command or request. It begins with 1akau 'to ask' and ends with wek 'mild imperative'. For 
example: 
(67) Lakau chOp ad 
V T  VT ADV 
ni wek! 
< F IN 
to.as k to.stop aUhis.point < M ILD.IMPER 
Please let me stop now! (lit. I ask to stop now.) 
The second is a negative command. In this type of command, the word di is found 
between the noun phrase subject and the verb phrase and juai 'negative imperative' is found 
at the end of the clause (examples 68-70). 
(68) HIl eli mk juai. 
PRO NEG • • •  VT F IN 
2.RESP don' t to.cut NEG.I MPER 
Don't cut (me) down. 
The subject of the negative command is optional. For example: 
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(69) Di duaik juai. 
NEG • • •  VI F I N  
don' t to.run NEG.IMPER 
Don't run away. 
A regular command may be given in which the main clause (underlined) ends with the 
final particle wek. For example: 
(70) Hdi, rup hLl di nao hJay juai, hLl 
INTER N PRO NEG . . . VI PRO FIN PRO 
Oh body 2.LORESP don't to.go where neg.imper 2.LORESP 
chang kau moh m wek. 
VT PRO PRO < FIN 
to.wait.for l.HIRESP here < M ILD.I MPER 
Hey, body, don't go anywhere, just wait for me here. 
< 
AD] 
ADV 
ADVZ 
AUX 
CL 
COMP.ADV 
CMPZ 
CON] 
CNJS 
DET 
DIR 
DUM.SUB] 
FIN 
FOC 
HIRESP 
IMPER 
!NT 
INTER 
LORESP 
N 
N.PROP 
NEG 
NUM 
PART 
PREP 
APPENDIX: LIST OF ABBREVIA TrONS 
Connects to previous word to form 
compound word 
adjective 
adverb 
adverbialiser 
auxiliary 
classifier 
comparative adverb 
complementiser 
conjunction 
conjunction, sentence level 
determiner 
directional 
dummy subject 
final particle 
focus marker 
higher respect 
imperative 
intensifier 
interjection 
lower respect 
noun 
noun, proper 
negative 
number 
particle 
preposition 
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PRO pronoun 
PYA preverbal adverb 
REFL reflexive 
REL.PRO relative pronoun 
TNS tense 
U unknown 
VB verb, bitransitive 
VI verb, intransi ti ve 
VN verb, non-active 
VT verb, transitive 
WH.QM WH question marker 
YN.QM yes/no question marker 
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CHAM EVIDENCE FOR KHMER SOUND CHANGES 
ROBERT K. HEADLEY, JR 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
When a recipient language borrows, for whatever reason, a word from a donor language, 
that word in the recipient language ceases to undergo any historical changes which take place 
in the donor language. It becomes a kind of fossil and may tell us much about the phonology 
of the donor language at the time the borrowing took place. Consider the Modern German 
reflexes of Latin Ik/ in the words Kiste 'chest' (from Latin cista) and Zelle 'cell' (from Latin 
cella). The word Kiste must have been borrowed earlier, before Latin Ik/ underwent 
palatalisation before front vowels, and Zelle must have been borrowed later, after some 
degree of palatalisation had taken place giving German Its/. Proto Mon-Khmer seems to have 
had at least two series of initial stops, one voiceless and the other voiced. Huffman ( 1976) 
suggests that there were five possible stages in the development of Mon-Khmer phonetic 
systems. These are: ( 1 )  voiceless: voiced distinction in initial stops; two-way distinction in 
initial continuants; as yet little or no vowel differentiation; (2) simultaneous change in the 
articulation of one set of initial consonants and development of allophonic variation in 
following vowels, still in complementary distribution vis-a-vis two distinctive sets of initials; 
(3) register becomes phonemic due to a complete merger at some point in the system, 
probably in the continuants, with retention of allophonic distinction in initials in 
complementary distribution vis-a-vis first and second register vowels; (4) complete merger of 
initial stops, with complete register dichotomy in the vowels; (5) loss of register contrast due 
to change in vowel position and diphthongisation. It is generally agreed that Khmer inherited 
a series of voiced stops from Proto Mon-Khmer I*a, *d, *j, *g/ Khmer retained these 
voiced stops until some time after AD 1 500, when they became devoiced. It is difficult to put 
a precise date to any sound-change since changes are very gradual. Jenner ( 1976:694) 
believed that "This [devoicing] process appears to have reached its culmination between the 
sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries". Lewitz ( 1967:387 ff.) believed that the devoicing 
took place between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and was complete by the 
eighteenth century. Lewitz based her argument on the way the name Angkor (Modem 
l?aTjkool, Middle Khmer l?oTjgoor/) was written by foreigners. Sixteenth century Spanish 
and Portuguese travellers wrote Angar, Angor, Angon, apparently indicating that the g was 
still voiced. On the other hand, seventeenth century visitors to Cambodia wrote it Anckoor 
and Onco. Vickery ( 1992:244-247) disagreed with Lewitz. He believed, based on his study 
of the Portuguese and Spanish renderings of Khmer words as recorded in Groslier ( 1 958), 
that there was ample evidence from the Portuguese and Spanish records that devoicing had 
occurred by the last two decades of the sixteenth century. There was also some major 
restructuring of the Khmer vowel system at some point, probably after the devoicing of the 
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initial stops. An examination of the phonology of loan words from Khmer into Western 
Cham can i l luminate some of the phonology of earlier stages of Khmer before the initial stops 
were devoiced. 
2. lllSTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The Chams have been in contact with Khmer-speaking comrnurutIes for at least 14  
centuries. During this time there were numerous economic, military, and political contacts; 
certainly the languages interacted. The Chams were historically located in several enclaves 1 
along the coast of present-day Vietnam between Cape Mui Ron in the north and Bien Hoa in 
the south, and the Khmers were located to their south and west. Briggs ( 1 95 1 : 1 3) states that 
"The Chams seem to have held the Mekong from the mouth of the Khong at Stung Treng up 
to near the mouth of the Mun River until the coming of the Khmers". He believes that the 
Khmers either drove the Chams out of the area around the Mun River mouth or absorbed 
them. The Chams were under constant political and military pressure from first the Chinese 
and later the Vietnamese in the north, and from the Khmers in the south and west. Sometime 
after 1 47 1 ,  when Vijaya (Binh Dinh), the last major Cham enclave, fell to the Vietnamese, 
some of the Chams fled west into lands controlled by the Khmers and settled in small 
villages, often along the banks of major rivers, scattered throughout the country.2 Today the 
descendants of these Chams are known as the Western Cham. A second group, the Eastern 
Cham, remained in their homeland around the cities of Phan Rang and Phan Thiet. At some 
point, probably by at least the tenth century AD (Maddieson and Pang 1 993:75), a third 
group of Cham took to the sea and went north to Hainan Island, where they now fonu a 
minority known as Utsat. The languages of each of these groups have developed in different 
directions. Western Cham has become a register language. Utsat has become a tonal language 
and Eastern Cham is developing a tonal system. All of these phonetic changes in the three 
Cham dialects seem to have developed as a result of the devoicing of initial consonants. 
The lack of indisputable borrowings from Khmer in Eastern Cham and Utsat suggests that 
there were no extensive borrowings from Khmer prior to the break-up of Champa despite the 
long period of contact. The situation with Western Cham is different; the current language is 
fil led with borrowings from Khmer. The borrowed words are not limited to nouns and 
verbs, but also include some verbal and nominal auxiliaries. These borrowings appear to 
have been made over a long period of time and may be conveniently divided into two sets. 
The first set contains old borrowings made before Khmer devoiced its voiced bilabial, dental, 
palatal, and velar stops. The second set contains later borrowings after the devoicing. The 
first set is  the subject of this paper. 
The topic of loan words in Southeast Asian languages is a thorny one, and often it is 
difficult to determine the direction of the borrowing. For this study, fonus from three dialects 
2 
Higham ( 1989:297 ff.) and Taylor ( 1992: 1 55) doubt the long-term existence of a single Cham political 
entity, noting that the Chams themselves recognised several polities centred on river-mouth urban 
centres. These included Indrapura, centred around Tra-Kieu, Vijaya, centred around Binh-Dinh, and 
Kauthara, centred around Nha-Trang. 
Major Cham settlements in Cambodia were located around Battambang City, on the southern side of the 
Tonie Sap; around Kampot City, along the Tonie Sap River above and below Phnom Penh; and along 
the Mekong River above and below Kompong Cham City. 
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of Cham were compared.3 Obvious Indic loan words were discarded, as were obvious Mon­
Khmer borrowings that appeared in all three dialects. If a word that seemed to be a 
borrowing from Khmer occurred in KGT Cham or WCD Cham but not in Eastern Cham, it 
was assumed that it was a borrowing that had taken place after the break-up of Champa, or 
roughly after AD 1 500. 
3. PHONOLOGY OF KHMER AND WESTERN CHAM 
The phonologies of Khmer and Cham are very similar; they share many of the same 
sounds, as a comparison of the systems will show. 
Three historical periods are recognised for Khmer.4 Old Khmer (OK) from about AD 600 
to 143 1 ,  Middle Khmer (MK) from about AD 143 1 to 1 700, and Modem Khmer from about 
1 700 on. Old and Middle Khmer had the following phonemic inventory5: 
TABLE 1 :  OLD/MIDDLE KHMER 
CONSONANTS : 
Voiceless stops: p t 
Voiced stops: b ?b d 
Nasals: m n 
Voiced liquids: r 1 
Voiceless spirants: s 
Semi vowels: w y 
VOWELS: 
j 11 j. 
e ee ;;) 
e ee 
a aa 
DIPHTHONGS: 
ia iia 
fa Ha 
ua uua 
c 
J 
k 
g 
if .!J 
u 
o 
? 
h 
uu 
00 
�� 
After considerable restructuring, Modem Standard Khmer has emerged with the following 
inventory of phonemes: 
3 These are the Western Cham dialects of Kompong Thorn Cham (KGT), spoken in southern Kompong 
Thorn Province about 50 miles north of Phnom Penh; Chau Doc Cham (CHD), spoken around Chau 
Doc in Vietnam and in neighbouring Cambodia south of Phnom Penh;  and Eastern Cham, spoken 
between Phan Rang and Phan Thiet in south central Vietnam. 
4 Diffloth ( 1 992:27 1-272); for a somewhat different dating of the three periods, see Jenner ( 1969:3), which 
is based on Jacob. Ferlus ( 1 992) divides the language of the Khmer inscriptions into Pre-Angkorian Old 
Khmer seventh and eighth centuries, Angkorian Old Khmer ninth-thirteenth centuries, and Middle 
Khmer fourteenth-eighteenth centuries. 
5 Based on Jenner and Pou ( 19SO-S 1 :xviii-xix). 
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TABLE 2: MODERN STANDARD KHMER 
P t c k ? 
b d 
(f)6 s h 
v (z) (Z) 
y 
m n ii 1) 
r 
I 
i ii j. :fl- U uu 
e ei [el\:] 'd 'd'd 0 OU [01\:] 
ee [ev:] 00 [ov:] 
c:c: :) :):) 
a aa a aa 
ie ae ao a'd ea iG U'd oa W'd 
In some dialects there is a suprasegmental phoneme of register that is manifest by tense, 
clear, open, higher pitch vowels in syllables following originally voiceless consonants (= 
high register) and lax, breathy, close, lower pitch vowels in syllables following originally 
voiced consonants (= low register). Some of the vowel changes that took place after the 
devoicing of originally voiced stops are given below: 
TABLE 3: KHMER VOWEL CHANGES 
Original vowel nucleus High register Low register 
a '  u/w'd a 
a :):) aa 
ii' ealoa a 
ii ie aa 
j j. 'd 
i ii 'dy 
j. j. 'd -
1 j.j. 'dr 
U U 0 
ii uu 00 
re 'd'd a'd 
e ei ee 
e ee ae 
0 ou ao 
OldlMiddle Cham had a system nearly identical to OldlMiddle Khmer with the probable 
addition of /?j/, a preglottalised /j/. A provisional list of Old Cham phonemes is given below. 
6 The phonemes in parentheses occur only in borrowed words. 
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TABLE 4: OLD/MIDDLE CHAM 
CONSONANTS: 
Voiceless stops: p t c k ( 7) 
Voiced stops: b 7b d 7d J 7 ' :J g 
Nasals: m n if 1) 
Voiced Hquids: r 
Voiceless spirants: s h 
Semivowels: w y 
VOWELS: 
i 11 U uu 
e ee ;:} ;:};:} 0 00 
e ee 
a aa :J :J:J 
DIPHTHONGS: 
I;:} 1l;:} 
U;:} uu;:} 
aD 
Both phonetic systems, Old/Middle Khmer and Old Cham, underwent some radical 
changes on their way to the modern languages. Among many other changes, both have 
devoiced their voiced stops. In Khmer this devoicing resulted in the formation of some new 
vowel nuclei as presented above. In Western Cham it resulted in the development of a 
register system. High register (or second register) vowel nuclei in modem Western Cham are 
those which follow originally voiced stops; they generally have a lower pitch than those 
which follow originally voiceless stops, are higher in tongue height, and have a 'breathy' 
quality. Low register (or first register) vowel nuclei are those which follow originally 
voiceless stops; they have a higher pitch, are lower in tongue height, and sound 'clearer' or 
'sharper' than the nuclei following originally voiced stops; they may also have a lower 
onglide. 
TABLE 5 :  MODERN WESTERN CHAM 
CONSONANTS : 
Voiceless stops: 
Voiced stops: 
Nasals: 
Voiced liquids: 
P 
7b 
m 
Voiceless spirants: 
Semivowels: 
VOWELS: 
i 
e 
w 
ii 
e ee 
t 
7d 
n 
s 
c 
'?j 
if 
y 
j. 
a 
k 
1) 
r 
aa 
7 
h 
u uu 
o 00 
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Additional to these are the glides lia, ii, ea, au, ua, oaf and a suprasegmental phoneme of 
register. The first (or low) register is unmarked while the second (or high) register is  
indicated in this paper by underlining. 
4. WESTERN CHAM BORROWINGS 
The dialects of Western Cham contain a significant number of apparent loan words from 
Khmer. Many of these words, for example CHD Cham gre 'bed' and KGT Cham sm6k -
gr6k 'be dirty' are probably recent borrowings. Other words are borrowings from Indic 
sources which may or may not have been through Khmer as an intermediary, for example 
CHD and KGT Cham bhik 'Buddhist monk ' .1 A third group of words may be very ancient 
borrowings from some Austroasiatic source or may be from a common protoform, if indeed 
there is a genetic relationship between Austroasiatic and Austronesian. Examples of words in 
this category include KGT Cham bhay 'otter' , KGT and CHD Cham pabe 'goat ' ,  and KGT 
and CHD Cham gar 'drum' . A fourth group of borrowings are those that are very early 
borrowings from Khmer made before the devoicing of the Khmer initial stops. This group 
wil l  be discussed below. 
7 
8 
9 
Khmer * b  = Cham *b 
buta Iputl 'falseness' KGT but [p�t]8 
trabamnga Itrapearj 'pond' KGT taMng [taplPJ] 
lbli'ka /lpeakl 'kind of rattan' KGT laMe [lap!:lk] 
brama Ipr:):)rn/ 'agree' KGT brom [pm:m] 
Khmer *d = Cham *d 
dli'ta Itoatl 'kick' KGT det [�t] 9 
dli1a Itoal/ 'be stumped' KGT del [�l] 
dli'na Itoanl 'on time' KGT den [�n] 
dli'ka Iteak! 'trap' KGT and CHD dak [t!:lk] 
Other words of this type are CHD buaJ 'army' ,  KGT bel 'time' ,  KGT and CHD bet 'medicine',  KGT 
dum 'fault', and KGT and CHD dop 'army'. 
Khmer forms are given first in  a transliteration used by Jenner and Pou ( 1 980-8 1 )  and based on the 
traditional Anglo-American system for romanising the devanagari writing system and then in a modem 
phonemic version enclosed in slants; the Western Cham forms are given first in a phonemic form 
followed by a phonetic form in square brackets. 
Old Khmer *ii' became leI before final dentals in Western Cham. Since the phoneme leI is rare in 
Modern Cham, could this mean that there was already some allophonic change in the Khmer vowel 
*ii'  IC __ C when the borrowing took place? 
[+voice] 
[-son] 
[+cor] 
[+ant] 
[ -contI 
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diihiina Itiehienl 'soldier' KGT and CHD dahan [t�h�:nJ 0 
dram Itroarn/ 'endure' KGT dram [tr;:>m] 
drunga ItruIJI 'cage' KGT and CHD drilng [tq!IJ] 
Khmer *j = Cham *j 
jiila /ciel/ 'kind of basket' KGT and CHD jal U�: l ]  'cast net' 
jamnwsa Icurnnughl 'substitute' KGT jamnuaih [j�ruaih] or [jQrnnuaih] 
jhnah Icneah/ 'win' KGT jamrh [can!h] CHD chamrh [canih ] 1 1  
pafljilna /boficu:ni 'send' KGT pajun [paclJ:n] 
jam lcoarn/ 'bruised' KGT jOm [c;:>m] 
jhli Icl i :1 'rub' KGT jali [j�li : ]  
jrula Icrull 'exceed' KGT jrill [cr�l] 
jra 'ka Icrwgk/ 'pickle' KGT jrac [cQk] 
Khmer *g = Cham *g 
ga1a Ikwgl/ 'stump' KGT and CHD gal [k;:>l] 'trunk/stump' 
gara Ib:1 'kapok' CHD go [k;:>: ]  
guka Ikuk/ 'jail '  KGT and CHD guc [klJk] 
gii'ta Ikoatl 'he, she' KGT and CHD get [kgt] 
greca Ikrid 'sprain '  KGT greik [k��ik] or garek [k!�rgk] 
grii'na Ikroanl 'enough' KGT gen [k�n] 
gum Ikurn/ 'grudge' KGT gum [k�m] 
Crucial to the argument put forth in this paper is the assumption that, when a language 
borrows a word, some attempt will be made to reproduce the pronunciation of the donor 
language as accurately as possible. In this way the pronunciation of the word at the time it 
was borrowed will be preserved or fossi l ised in the borrowing language. For example, if 
Western Cham borrowed the word for 'field' as val /v� : l! from Khmer, it was probably, at the 
time of borrowing, pronounced very much like Iva:ll by the Khmers. The evidence above 
suggests that Western Cham borrowed a large number of words from Khmer before the 
devoicing of the initial stops. It also suggests that the restructuring of the Khmer vowel 
1 0  Jenner and Pou ( 1 980-8 1 :389) derive Khmer (KH) Itiehienl from the MK base hiinii. Eastern Cham 
apparently does not have this word, but it occurs in Rade and Jarai as than and tahan respectively. 
I I  The Iii in  Western Cham is usually a reflex of Proto Chamic (PC) * ii ; in this word it may be due to the 
preceding nasal. 
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system took place after the devoicing. If the diphthongisation of the Khmer ii had taken place 
before the borrowing and therefore before the devoicing, we would expect the Western Cham 
form to be something like *veaJ. There is additional evidence from other Western Cham 
borrowings from Khmer that the borrowing was made before the restructuring of the Khmer 
vowel system, for example tanot /tano:tI 'sugar palm' (KH tnota /tnaotl), kamo! lkamo:tI 
'ghost' (KH khmoca /kmaoc/), ran /r�n/ 'platform' (KH riina /rien/), ta /tg :/ 'only'  (KH te 
/tae!), kln !kin! 'to mill rice' (KH kina Ikgn/), yam /ya:rn/ 'to patrol '  (KH yiima /yiern/). In 
later borrowings from Khmer by Western Cham, the vowel modifications which took place 
in Khmer after the devoicing of the initial stops are reflected, for example jeang /ce�/ 'more 
than' (KHjiinga /cieIJ/), bel welea /�l v�lea! 'time' (ultimately from an Indic source through 
KH bela velii /pe: l  ve: liel). 1 2  
5 .  CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the study of a corpus of Western Cham borrowings from Middle Khmer, it 
appears that at the time these borrowings were made Middle Khmer stil l  had voiced initial 
stops. This stage probably equates with Huffman's  Stage l. Western Cham borrowed these 
words with the voiced stops intact. These then joined native initial voiced stops in their 
regular historic development in Cham. That the Khmer vowel nuclei fol lowing the original 
voiced stops were maintained in the Western Cham borrowings with little or no change 
suggests that the restructuring of the Khmer vowel system had not yet begun. It is very 
difficult to determine the date these borrowings were made, but, based on their absence in 
Eastern Cham, it is believed that the bulk of the borrowings took place after the break-up of 
Champa in the mid-late fifteenth century AD and the separation of Western and Eastern 
Cham. If this is an accurate date, then Standard Khmer passed through Huffman ' s  five 
stages in  less than 400 years. 
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF CAT GIA ROGLAI TO CHAMIC 
ERNEST W. LEE 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
Northern Roglai (NR) bUlJa and Cat Gia Roglai (CGR) puwiI] both meaning 'flower' and 
NR sra:? and CGR thUlJ ? both meaning 'crossbow' might not be considered as cognates for 
doing lexicostatistic studies and would certainly not suggest that the two Roglai languages are 
closely related. The word Roglai itself probably comes from Proto Chamic (PC) * ?ura:IJ 
'person' + *dlai 'forest ' .  In NR * ?ura:IJ is reduced to ra:k 'classifier for people' and to the 
prefix ra- [aa] 'they, he, she' which is widely used in narrative discourse where the referent 
is clear from the context. The Northern Roglai people refer to themselves as Radlai [aadlai] . 
The Cat Gia Roglai people also refer to themselves as Radlai [radlai]. Given the origin of the 
word Roglai, it would be possible for the term to refer to any language where the people 
were considered to be people of the forest. The words bUlJa and puwiI] as well as srfi:? and 
thUlJ? are definitely cognate and NR and CGR are closely related languages. The purpose of 
this paper is to show some of the contribution that Cat Gia Roglai can make to the 
understanding of the Chamic languages. 
Sections 2-8 focus on various phonological developments in CGR and their significance 
to the wider Chamic picture. Special attention is given to nasalisation in §4 since there is 
more to say about it and it potentially has significance for Acehnese as well as the mainland 
Chamic languages of Southeast Asia. In § l O, I show how CGR puwiI] developed from 
Proto Chamic (PC) *buIJa and how thUlJ? developed from PC *srfi:p (Lee 1 966, Burnham 
1976). Finally, in § 1 1 , I summarise the various CGR features shared with specific Chamic 
languages. 
The CGR data on which this study is made is very sketchy and some of it not completely 
reliable phonetically.  It comes from about two hours of contact with a CGR village in 1 974 
working under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Without my background 
in Northern Roglai, it would not have been possible for me to get even that amount of useful 
data in the short time available. 
1 . 1  DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 
Cat Gia Roglai is not a large language group. To the best of my knowledge in 1 974 it was 
spoken in only two hamlets in Ninh Thuan province in Vietnam. The information given to me 
at that time was that there were 1 , 1 87 people in Ap [hamlet] Cat Gia and 888 in Ap Binh 
Nghia-Cham, both located in Xa [vil lage] Cat Rai north of Phan Rang. I have arbitrarily 
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referred to the language as Cat Gia Roglai because the information I got was from that 
particular hamlet. The people of both hamlets were in regular contact with Vietnamese 
speakers and the Cham-speaking people of Ninh Thuan province. It is not certain how much 
contact they may have had with some of the other Roglai-speaking people, but was 
apparently less than with Cham speakers. It is  unlikely that they would have had any 
significant recent contact with Northern Roglai. The dress of the CGR people was more 
similar to that of the Cham than to that of the majority of the Montagnard people, but this was 
also true of some of the people traditionally called Southern Roglai. I have not included CGR 
as a Southern Roglai dialect since it appears to be somewhat distinct as well as geographically 
isolated. 
1 . 2  CAT GIA ROGLAI AS A ROGLAI LANGUAGE 
As noted above, the CGR people refer to themselves as Radlai . Certainly in their minds 
and in the minds of the neighbouring Chams and Vietnamese they are Roglai. 
CGR shares a number of features with Cham so that in many respects it looks more like 
Cham than Northern Roglai. I am less familiar with Southern Roglai, but superficially CGR 
appears to share more with Cham than any of the other Roglai dialects do, even though 
probably most Southern Roglai dialects are in regular contact with Cham. Contact between 
Northern Roglai and Cham, on the other hand, is virtually nil. 
One problem with the data is  frequent variation between what was probably good CGR 
and what is quite evidently Cham. Because of their regular contact with the more prestigious 
Cham and the informants being bilingual in Cham, they very likely did intersperse some 
Cham pronunciations and lexical items. A second problem is that I undoubtedly missed or 
misrepresented some things because I was listening and writing through a NR grid. One 
particular variation (inconsistency in hearing) was in recording reflexes of voiced stops 
which I noted variously as voiced, voiced aspirated, voiceless, and voiceless aspirated (see 
§2. l ) .  In spite of the these problems, however, there is sufficient consistency in the data to 
be able to make a number of valid observations about CGR. 
One phonological innovation which CGR shares with all other dialects of Roglai, but not 
with Cham or any of the other Chamic languages is the denasalisation of final nasal 
consonants to oral stops (except where the preceding vowel is nasalised) as: CGR Japat 
'eight' and thaJapat 'nine',  with the []1apat from PC *Japan which is reflected variously in 
Chamic as a component of 'eight' and 'nine ' ;  br:Jp from PC *bIOm 'arrow' ; ?b:Jk 'eat' from 
PC * ?b:Jh. The CGR examples all represent what has happened following short 
protovowels. The same was undoubtedly true following long vowels where the final stops 
have subsequently been lost in CGR (see §3. 1 ) .  
NR and CGR appear to share some features not shared by Cham or the other Roglai 
dialects. I have already mentioned that both groups refer to themselves as Radlai with the dl 
cluster and an a in the pretonic syllable. The term Roglai has most likely come into 
Vietnamese and other languages from Cham, where it would be pronounced [r:)glai).  To my 
knowledge, of the Lowland Chamic languages, only NR and CGR have the cluster [dl) . The 
others all have [gl) . NR and CGR also share a common form kamJn ' we (exclusive)' which 
reflects the final nasal vowel *1 with nasal accretion as described in §4. 1 .3 .  
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Lexically CGR shares the word for 'cooked rice' with NR. NR has bu and COR has pllu 
alternating with bu in my data. The other mainland Chamic languages use reflexes of PC 
*ts�i for 'cooked rice' whereas reflexes of *bu:r are used for 'rice soup' ,  although from my 
data I am not certain of the distinction between Haroi Jasoi and phu since I have both listed as 
meaning 'cooked rice' . (Acehnese also has bu for cooked rice.) 
With further study, details  of comparison of COR with NR and Southern Roglai could be 
amplified, but the denasalisation of the final nasal consonants is probably the most significant 
identifying feature of all that is called Roglai. Otherwise, as already noted, there are many 
features of COR which are more like Cham than NR and perhaps Southern Roglai dialects as 
well .  See § 1 1 . 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF WORDS WITH SYLLABLE-INITIAL VOICED STOPS 
Initial voiced stops have played an extremely important role in the development of the 
Chamic languages. Thurgood ( 1995) pulls together the various developments in Chamic and 
discusses their significance. 
COR, very much unlike NR, seems to be moving in the same direction as the other 
Chamic languages where register and/or tone have developed from syllables and words 
beginning with original voiced stops. I treat this subject first since it involves such a large 
number of words and affects varying aspects of the discussion throughout the rest of this 
paper, especially with respect to how the syllable-initial stops as transcribed are to be 
interpreted. 
2. 1 THE CGR EVIDENCE 
As already noted, the reflexes of PC voiced stops in COR are variously transcribed in my 
data as voiced, voiced aspirated, voiceless, and voiceless aspirated. The reason for this is 
probably also varied. I have already mentioned that I was listening through a NR grid. 
Sometimes I may have written a voiced stop simply because that was what I was expecting, 
but clearly that does not account for all the variations, particularly when NR as a matter of 
fact does have all four possibilities, but contrastively. That is,  NR contrasts the sets: p, ph, 
b, bh; t, th, d, dh; c, ch, j, jh; and k, kh, g, gh. (The aspiration of NR is quite strong and the 
aspirated series are interpreted as consonant sequences because of the possibility of infixation 
in a few words.) My own suspicion is that the aspiration which I was recording for COR in 
syllables reflecting voiced stops may have been weaker and perhaps actually a breathiness 
that I was hearing. It is also possible that the difference between voiced and voiceless that I 
was recording was also a syllable-level feature that I was not cued into. The one environment 
in which I recorded less variation was in pretonic syllables where I did not record any 
aspiration. I suspect that COR is well advanced in the development of a register system 
which my NR ear simply was not attuned to and which I did not have time to develop in the 
short session I had available with linguistically unsophisticated speakers . In examples ( 1 )­
( 10) I list a number of the words as I recorded them, but elsewhere I list them with an 
underlined voiceless symbol (J2, 1. f, if) which should probably be read as representing some 
kind of register feature. 
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CGR NR 
( 1 )  ath�iladh�i ad�i younger sibling 
(2) bha?  ba ? full 
(3) cala: jala:t road 
(4) dilah dilah tongue 
(5) haphau hab�u ashes 
(6) ?idUIJ ?iduc nose 
(7) payah barah to swell 
(8) tanauldanau danau pond 
(9) thlaildhlai dlai forest 
( 10) thua dua two 
2.2 S IGNIFICANCE FOR CHAMIC 
The apparent developments in CGR of words with original syllable-initial voiced stops 
would tend to support Thurgood's ( 1 995) thesis that the various developments from proto 
voiced stops are due to external influence (although in this case the influence is probably not 
external to Charnic, but is that of Cham itself on CGR). It is not yet clear whether the system 
of CGR is more like the current status of Eastern or Western Cham, but CGR is not in direct 
contact with any Mon-Khmer language, so that any external influence would be expected to 
show the influence of ECham (Eastern Cham) in which many CGR speakers would be 
bilingual. 
Which of the Charnic languages CGR has parallels with in respect to reflexes of words 
with syllable-initial voiced stops will depend on what the actual manifestation is in current 
CGR. If voicing has been lost and aspiration predominates, then it is quite parallel to Haroi, 
which has reanalysed them as aspirated stops (Lee 1977). It should be noted that the pretonic 
reflexes of voiced stops in CGR are without aspiration and the same is true in Haroi . Haroi 
does have an occasional allophonic aspiration of voiceless stops in pretonic position, but is 
unrelated to the source of the stop (Mundhenk and Goschnick 1 977:5ff.) .  It would also be 
parallel to Utsat, which has voiceless aspirated stops reflecting original voiced stops in the 
tonic syllable (e.g. Maddieson and Pang 1 993). 
3 .  LOSS OF FINAL STOPS FOLLOWING LONG VOWELS : VOWEL LENGTH IN 
OPEN SYLLABLES 
Vowel-length contrast is a feature which is very widespread throughout Southeast Asia. 
All of the mainland Charnic languages have long and short vowels although the distribution 
varies somewhat. Rade and Jorai contrast vowel length in all environments except in open 
syllables and before the laryngeals glottal stop and h; Haroi contrasts vowel length in all 
environments except in open syllables (Mundhenk and Goschnick 1 977); Eastern Cham 
contrasts vowel length in all environments except open syllables and before h. NR is the 
most restricted, contrasting vowel length only before stops including glottal stop. (The 
national language Vietnamese contrasts vowel length only in closed syllables and that only 
for central vowels.) 
3 . 1  THE CGR EVIDENCE 
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For the most part I did not attempt to mark vowel length for CGR except preceding final 
glottal stop. Consistently where NR has long vowels before oral stops, the final stop was 
dropped in CGR. Not realising the significance of what was happening, I did not pay 
attention to the length of the resultant vowel until it became clear that tha 'one' (NR sa) was 
minimally contrastive with tha: 'house' (NR sa:k). Although I do not have clear evidence that 
all the long vowels of the words which lost the final stop were retained as long in CGR, there 
is little reason to doubt that they were. It i s  possible that CGR contrasts vowel length only in 
open syllables and before glottal stop, but I could have missed it in other environments where 
I was not attuned to hearing length contrast. 
Words which lose the final stop are listed in examples ( 1 1 )-(27) along with the NR 
cognates, and the PC forms are also listed if they have been reconstructed. Clearly long and 
clearly short vowels in PC are marked as such. Vowels in PC are not marked as long or short 
when it is uncertain which to reconstruct or when vowel duration is neutral (as in pretonic 
syllables). It should be noted that most of the words not marked for length are of 
Austronesian origin but that no contrastive length is reconstructed for them in Proto 
Austronesian. The COR forms given below are all marked as long, even though this quality 
has not been confirmed. 
COR NR PC 
( 1 1 )  QuIa: bila:t *bila:n moon 
( 1 2) fala: jala:t *jala:n road 
( 1 3) Jb: dlo:k *db:1) tall, long 
( 1 4) ?d,x ?d,xp to say (ECham ?do:m) 
( 1 5) ?du: ?du:c * ?do:1) to float 
( 1 6) haJu: hadu:p *hadom how many (ECham ta:m) 
( 1 7) hUfa: huja:t *huja:n rain 
( 1 8) ?ika: ?ika:t * ?ika:n fish 
( 1 9) kr;): kr;):k *krnJ river 
(20) IUQa: luba:k *luba:1) hole 
(21 )  pitha: pisa:k husband (reference in NR) 
(from *pu ' lord' + *sa:1) 
'house')  
(22) tha: sa:k *sa:1) house 
(23) thia: sia:p *sia:m good 
(24) tia: -tia:t *tia:n abdomen (NR in matia:t 
'pregnant') 
(25) tola: tula:k *tula:1) bone 
(26) ?u: ?u:k * ?0:I] husband (address in NR) 
(27) wa: ra:c classifier for people 
Words which have final glottal stop following a long vowel, but do not lose the glottal 
stop, include: 
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CGR NR PC 
(28) ?ayu: ? ?ayu:? * ?ayup to blow 
(29) pa:? pa:? *pa: ? four 
(30) ?bu:? ?bu:? * ?buk hair 
Words with short vowel plus oral stop which retain the final stop include: 
CGR NR PC 
(3 1 )  guJap guJap *guJam to carry on shoulder 
(32) ?b�k ?b�k * ?b�IJ to eat 
(33) phut phut *philn trunk/stalk 
3 .2 SIGNIFICANCE FOR CHAMIC 
First, it is possible that CGR is the only Chamic language with a straightforward 
long/short vowel contrast in open syllables. Fuller ( 1977) gives a couple of examples with 
long vowels in open syllables, but the description is sketchy and it is unclear whether there is 
any glottalisation involved. I do not recognise Roglai cognates for the examples given. There 
are also examples with long vowel plus glottal stop for which I do recognise cognates. The 
Chru primer (anon. 1970) has numerous word-final vowels marked with a grave accent, but 
these vowels are phonemically long and followed by glottal stop. Most of these are cognate 
with NR and ECham words ending with a long vowel plus glottal stop. 
Second, the development in CGR supports my earlier analysis of NR in two respects. 
Although no acoustic studies have been done, I was aware that usually the NR final stops 
fol lowing long vowels were somewhat lenis. The lenis feature of final [k) following a long 
vowel was such that Fr Corentin Savary, who spoke Roglai fluently, responded to it as being 
more similar to his French Irl than to a [k) although he clearly perceived JkJ following a short 
vowel as [k). I even wondered if NR was in the process of beginning to lose these final lenis 
stops, but I fully expected that the glottal stop was replacing them since I also thought I 
perceived some accompanying glottal stricture. 
I had also analysed word-final vowels in NR as short even though there was no contrast 
with long vowels. In other languages, analysts had taken the open-syllable vowels to be 
long. This made a difference in how words were analysed in teaching literacy since in Roglai 
it made the open-syllable vowel short like the unmarked vowels before stops. Tests done 
with native speakers tended to support their perception of the open-syllable vowels as being 
short rather than long even though actually neutralised in the position. The loss of the final 
consonants in CGR with resulting long open syllables contrasting with short open syllables 
shows that in CGR the already existing open syllables were short. 
4. NASALISATION AND EFFECTS OF NASALISATION 
4. 1 THE CGR EVIDENCE 
Nasalisation of vowels, whether restricted to the vowels or a feature of syllables or 
words, either occurs or has left its marks in most of the Chamic languages. CGR is no 
exception. I recorded nasalisation in only a small percentage of the words, but in a much 
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larger number there is  clear evidence of nasalisation. I suspect that, for many of these, 
nasalisation may still be a significant feature even though I did not perceive or record it. For 
the words where I did record nasalisation with the vowel, only one was in an environment 
with no nasal consonant, namely s5p ' language' ,  which is sl1p in ECham and sanap in NR.  
I t  is  conceivable that the CGR could be analysed as  s�m ? rather than s5p. In  any case it 
leaves some unexplained details since both ECham and CGR would be expected to have 
initial aspirated t instead of s .  
What is of  interest here is what has happened in  CGR to syllables where vowel 
nasalisation can be reconstructed at least for Lowland Charnic (LC). As Durie ( 1990: 108) has 
noted, I reconstructed nasalisation for Proto Charnic in cases where I had only the evidence 
of Roglai. In many cases to do so was probably assuming too much. Unfortunately the 
reconstructions did not include Haroi or Chru, which would have provided some of the 
evidence for deciding one way or the other. It is also unfortunate that Jorai , which I did use, 
has considerable nasalisation, but that this nasalisation was not recorded in materials available 
at the time. In the data below I have included the ECham cognates, many of which also attest 
nasalisation, and in a few instances the Chru cognate is also given. 
4. 1 . 1  RAISING OF LOW CENTRAL NASALISED VOWEL TO HIGH CENTRAL ARTICULATION 
One development from nasalisation in CGR is the raising of the low central nasalised 
vowel to a high central vowel . The examples (34)-(40) are all between nasal consonants or 
between a nasal consonant and a final h or glottal stop because in other environments there 
are always further developments which are discussed below. There are also other 
developments before h and glottal stop (see §4. 1 .3). 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
CGR NR ECham 
lamin luman limin 
m17 ma? mi?  
mih mah mih 
mim mam ml1m 
panih panah panah 
pinir.J pina1) pani1) 
tanih tanah tanih 
elephant 
to get 
gold 
to nurse 
shoot 
betel nut 
land 
Exceptions are nam 'six'  and 1)a? 'to do' (cf. NR nam and 1)a'1). ECham nl1m and 1)a? 
do not have the expected reflex of a nasalised vowel. In panah 'to shoot' ECham also has a, 
the expected reflex of the low central oral vowel rather than the expected i, and Chru has an 
oral vowel rather than the expected nasal vowel, whereas NR has a and both Western Cham 
and CGR have i, the expected reflex of *a for those two languages. The reflexes of 'to suck' 
are varied throughout Charnic with the following vowels occurring between two m's :  i, 8, D, i. 
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4. 1 .2 LOSS OF LOW CENTRAL NASALISED VOWEL ADJACENT TO HIGH CENTRAL vocom 
If the nasalised low central vowel a is adjacent to a high front vocoid (preceding and/or 
following), the low central vowel is lost. Examples (4 1 )-(44) are the only ones I have which 
do not also have a further accompanying change. It is possible that the word for 'right' in 
COR is nasalised, but if the word for ' left' had been nasalised, I believe I would have noted 
that. 
COR NR ECham 
(4 1 )  ?iu ?iau ?iu left 
(42) h:;mu ?  hanua? hni1 ? right 
(43) hun huan mist 
(44) thea:!! chia:? siaw? wing (cf. Chru sia:u?) 
It would appear that examples (41 )-(44) actually have two changes (raising of a and 
subsequent loss) which are phonetically conditioned and ordered. Raising of the nasalised 
vowel from a low central articulation to a high central articulation adjacent to a high front or 
high back vocoid gives two adjacent vowels which are very simi lar. The high central vowel,  
then, was assimilated by the high front or high back. (It should be noted, however, that the 
national language Vietnamese does have sequences of high central vocoid followed by a high 
back or high front vocoid.) The loss of nasalisation would have followed the raising of the 
vowel, but order of the loss of the high central vocoid and nasalisation could have been in 
either order or simultaneous. 
Thus the ordering for COR in the case of iu 'left' could be any one of the following: 
(45) ?iau -> ?i+u -> ?iiu -> ?ju 
(46) ?iau -> ?i u -> tiu -> ?iu 
(47) ?iau -> ?,-ju -> ?ju 
In the example of 'mist' (43), the NR is not nasalised, but it is assumed that with the shift 
of earlier *-1 (attested for 'mist' in other Roglai dialects) to n in COR, nasalisation of the 
vowel also developed and the a subsequently was raised and lost following u.  In NR the 
vowel preceding an original *-1 does not nasalise ( ?uan 'stuck in the throat' from earlier 
* ?ual along with ?uan 'very' provide the only minimal contrast of oral versus nasal before a 
nasal consonant in NR.) 
The shift of *j to e in thea:?, the COR reflex of 'wing' (44), is not explained. It could 
possibly be related to the preceding voiceless consonant or may have been lowered because 
of the influence of the earlier low central vowel although it is not lowered in ECham. The 
ECham form siaw?, however, does not reflect a nasalised vowel although the Chru form 
sia:u? i s  nasalised. 
Exceptions recorded where one would have expected loss of a but where it was retained 
are: mahau 'thirsty' (NR also mahliu), onomatapoetic miau 'cat' (NR also miau), mai 'to 
come' (NR also mal), nau 'to go' (NR also nau). Apart from ECham mahu 'thirsty' ,  there 
is no loss in the cognate words in ECham either. The following words in COR do not reflect 
the loss following a nasal consonant, but the NR forms have oral vowels, not nasal: fanau 
'pond' (NR danau), and caIJua 'winnowing basket' (NR cal)ua). 
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4. 1 .3 ACCRETION OF EPENTHETIC VELAR NASAL CONSONANT FOLLOWING NASAL VOWEL 
The other significant development is the addition of an epenthetic velar nasal consonant 
following the nucleus of the syllable. This has been observed for open syllables and with 
final h and glottal stop. Examples (48)-(49) provide the only examples available of the 
accretion of the nasal with no observed change in the quality of the vowel itself. (The words 
are aligned in (48)-(58) to make the like features stand out.) 
(48) 
(49) 
CGR NR ECham Chru 
hllIJ 
J1llIJ 
hmu 
J1u 
hu 
J1u 
hu 
J1u 
to have 
he, she, i t  
Sets (50)-(55)  are all examples of the shift of a syllable-final low central vowel to high 
central vowel plus the accretion of a velar nasal consonant following the vowel. 
CGR NR ECham 
(50) ?amiIJ ?ama ?ami father 
(5 1 )  QuwiIJ bllIJa piI)u flower 
(52) hmiIJ huma hmu rice paddy 
(53) hiIJ ha hi you (sing.) (low form in 
ECham) 
(54) l�miIJ lima Jimj five 
(55) tamiIJ tam a tami enter 
Original oral vowels following a nasal consonant do not acquire the velar nasal: hana 'to 
parch' (NR hana), tano 'male (animal)' (NR tano). There were no exceptions in the data 
available. (The ECham forms for (5 1 )-(52) have u instead of i as in the other reflexes 
because these two forms reflect metathesis of pretonic u and onset nasal plus application of 
the same rule as described for CGR in §4. 1 .2 above.) 
Sets (56)-(58) are examples of the accretion of a velar nasal consonant preceding glottal 
stop and h, with the latter being manifested as a voiceless velar nasal, but written here as IJh. 
(See example (6 1 )  in §4. 1 .4 for one further example preceding glottal stop.) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
CGR NR ECham 
?aniIJ ? 
1umiIJ? 
1umiIJh 
?ana:? 
1uma? 
1umah 
?ani? 
1imJ? 
child 
fat 
rhinoceros 
Exceptions: The reflex of 'rhinoceros' is the only example I have of the acquired voiceless 
velar nasal, whereas there are three counterexamples (36, 38 ,  40 above). There are also a 
couple of exceptions before glottal stop: 1aIJi:? (NR 1aIJ1:'1) 'sky ' ,  IJa ? 'to do' (NR IJa'1); for 
the latter see above in §4. 1 . 1 .  
Undoubtedly with further study other examples of the accretion of a velar nasal before 
both h and glottal stop would be found. The question arises as to why the CGR data had as 
many exceptions to the accretion rule as there were. I have already mentioned the high degree 
of contact between the CGR speaking people and the ECham people. This suggests two 
possibilities: ( 1 )  heavy influence of ECham has caused some of the forms to be borrowed 
from Cham, or (2) I was getting Cham words instead of CGR. I would like to suggest the 
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strong possibility of the latter. ECham no longer retains nasalisation as a part of its basic 
phonemic system. With this information it is reasonable to assume that just as the NR are 
looked down on by neighbouring language groups because they have strange sounds made 
through the nose, the CGR speakers also may be looked down on because of their strange 
nasal sounds. Because of the heavy friction through the nostrils, the final voiceless velar 
nasal sounds especial ly strange, so that the CGR people could be abandoning it in favour of 
the Cham cognates or simply avoiding it in situations where they might be looked down on.  
Most of my data came from two speakers and I do know that the word 1�h 'rhinoceros' 
came from the second speaker whereas the three words with ih came from the first speaker. 
Forms like ?ani1)? 'child' , however, which sounds less strange, were used by both speakers. 
4. 1 .4 LOSS OF LOW CENTRAL NASAL VOWEL AND ACCRETION OF VELAR NASAL 
CONSONANT 
Examples (59)-(6 1 )  show the loss of the original low central nasalised vowel a after 
raising to a high central vowel plus the accretion of the velar nasal. Beginning with (59) some 
sets of examples have the reconstruction for Proto Lowland Cham (PLC). 
CGR NR PLC 
(59) ca1)i1) ri1)ia *ta(ri)1)a ear (cf. ECham ta1)i ) 
(60) jUIJ jrau *jrau medicine 
(6 1 )  thUIJ?  sra: ? *sra:p crossbow (cf. Chru sra:u,?) 
Only NR retains a reflex of the Proto Austronesian liquid in the word for 'ear' (59), but 
most of the Charnic languages show the metathesis of the *i with the following 1). It is this 
metathesis that CGR and ECham reflect with the remaining i in the tonic syllable. In the other 
two examples (60 and 61 )  it is likely that in CGR r is lost before u. I suspect that, as in NR,  
the r in  clusters in CGR is a high unrounded central vocoid and that the vocoid-loss rule (see 
§4. 1 .2) is applied to it even though the origin is different. 
The Chru evidence for 'crossbow' (6 1 )  is provided to corroborate the source of the CGR 
u ?  from PLC *-p, for which see §9. 1 below. 
4. 1 .5 EVIDENCE OF EFFECTS OF NASAL CONSONANT ACCRETION IN PROCESS 
There is some evidence that some of the processes described above have left CGR with 
unusual reflexes. 
One bit of evidence is that the word given for tiger was ramo without the expected final 1) 
of PLC *1um5:1JIrum5:1). The form ramo would appear to be a back formation with the velar 
nasal dropped and thus giving evidence of a period when nasal accretion was still an active 
process in variation with its absence. 
Another bit of evidence is the word for 'hand' , which has replaced the final alveolar nasal 
n with the velar nasal 1) as in: 
(62) 
CGR 
tagiI] 
NR 
ta1)an 
PLC 
*ta1)a:n 
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This would appear to reflect a shift from final n to 1) during the time when the open­
syllable high central nasalised vowel was acquiring a final 1). Presumably what happened was 
that during the process, n alternated with its absence and then parallel to the other words 
acquiring 1) it also acquired an 1). 
4.2 SIGNIFICANCE FOR CHAMIC 
Although, as Durie has noted ( 1 990: 1 08), nasalisation is somewhat unstable both in 
Chamic and in Acehnese dialects, there is a thread of consistency which makes it clear that it 
has been around for a long time. 
Of the mainland Chamic languages, only Rade neither has nasalisation nor, to my 
knowledge, evidence of having had it. I see no reason to believe, however, that Rade did not 
have nasal vowels even though no trace of it remains. Durie himself ( 1990: 108ff.) indicates 
that there is  some evidence for contrastive nasalisation in Proto Aceh-Chamic (PAC). 
Furthermore, instability of nasalisation is not a feature unique to Chamic and Acehnese (see 
Mattisoff 1 975:279ff.) and instability of nasalisation is not the only unstable feature of 
Chamic. 
I have not done a systematic study, but i t  i s  safe to say that there are a number of features 
of Chamic which are not stable. For nasalisation Durie cites, for example, the fact that Cham 
(ECham) has panah 'to shoot' rather than the expected *panih if reflecting a PC nasal vowel ,  
and as I have noted above Chru has p�nah rather than the expected *p�nih. On the other 
hand, WCham and CGR both have the expected p::mih, and NR is panah. (Since Acehnese 
reflects an earlier oral vowel (Proto Acehnese *panah instead of *pan5h), Durie suggests 
reconstructing Proto Aceh-Chamic *panah with an oral vowel which was subsequently 
nasalised in Acehnese after vowel lowering. Durie did not have access to the WCham data.) 
If we look at various phonological diachronic developments in Chamic, it is almost 
impossible, if not altogether impossible, to find any single change that does not have several 
exceptions. I suggest that many of these incomplete changes or exceptions to change are the 
result of dialect influence. For example, the reasonably consistent change of final nasal 
consonants to oral stops following oral vowels in all of the languages and/or dialects known 
as Roglai has some exceptions. NR has ?idak reflecting PC * ?idUij 'nose ' ,  and CGR has 
?idUIJ instead of the expected * ?iduk. And at least some dialects of Southern Roglai have 
pra1) 'big' from PC *pr�1), where one would expect *prak in all forms of Roglai . Because of 
their geographical spread, with all Roglai dialects except NR being in direct contact with 
either Chru or ECham, which retain the final nasals, this type of incomplete change is not 
unexpected. 
Having said this, it may be also be safe to say that nasalisation in Chamic is less stable 
than most other features. What I do not know, and would find helpful to know, is the extent 
of nasalisation as a feature of neighbouring Mon-Khrner languages. I am aware that it is not a 
feature of Koho, the only Mon-Khmer language adjacent to NR, and I am unaware of its 
being a feature of any other non-Chamic language contiguous to the Chamic languages, but 
that does not rule out the possibi lity of earlier contact with a language with contrastive 
nasalisation. It is the speakers of Koho who considered NR to be strange because of the 
nasal vowels. I also suspect, as I noted above, that the synchronic absence of nasalisation in 
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ECham has had some influence on the feelings of COR speakers concerning nasalisation in 
their language. 
4.2. 1 PARALLEL DEVELOPMENTS IN COR AND ECHAM 
There is a considerable amount of parallel between the effects of nasalisation in COR and 
Cham. I include only ECham here because I have not had a close look at WCham, although I 
am aware that WCham does share the same evidences of previous nasalisation. Both of the 
developments described in §4. 1 . 1  and §4. 1 .2 are shared by COR and ECham. These are the 
raising of the low central nasalised vowel to a high central vowel, and the subsequent loss of 
that vowel adjacent to other high vocoids. Two of the examples from above are repeated here 
as (63) and (64). In (63) only the raising of the vowel occurs in both ECham and COR 
whereas in (64) both languages share both the raising and the subsequent loss. 
(63) 
(64) 
COR 
lamin 
h:mu? 
ECham 
limin 
hnil?  
NR 
luman 
hanua? 
PLC 
*luman 
*hanua? 
elephant 
right 
Although it is possible that Cham and COR could have independently developed the 
raising of a to a high central vowel and the subsequent loss of the high vowel contiguous to 
another high vocoid, it is highly unlikely that the developments were independent, given the 
proximity of COR to ECham and the regular contact between the two. 
ECham does not share with COR the accretion of the nasal consonant in open syl lables 
nor before h and glottal stop as described in §4. 1 .3 .  On the other hand, COR has one 
instance of alveolar nasal accretion which is shared with NR, namely kamJn 'we (exclusive)' 
for which Burnham ( 1976) has reconstructed PLC *kamJ (see § 1 .2). This is the only 
instance I know of an accretion of a nasal consonant in NR. The accretion of n rather than 1) 
is likely because of the shared features of the high front vowel and n (there are no other 
instances in the COR data of nasal accretion following a high front vowel). 
Chru has a development that is similar to the raising of the low central nasal vowel, but 
involves the raising of the mid central nasal vowel [g] to a high central nasal vowel [f] (Fuller 
1977:83). It is written in Chru as a mid central vowel with a ti lde indicating nasalisation. 
4.2.2 PARALLEL DEVELOPMENTS IN COR AND ACEHNESE 
COR and Acehnese share the raising of the low central nasal vowel and the accretion of a 
velar nasal in open syllables. In COR and ECham, the vowel is raised to a high central 
position, whereas in Acehnese it is raised only to a mid central position. In the examples I 
cite the PAc (proto Acehnese) as reconstructed by Durie ( 1990). 
Example (65) i l lustrates the raising of the vowel in COR and PAc and (66-67) illustrate 
both the raising of the vowel and the accretion of a velar nasal in the two languages. 
COR PAc 
(65) tanih tan�h earth 
(66) bmiI] lim�1) five 
(67) tamiI] tam�lJ to enter 
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Durie ( 1 990: 1 1 1 ) raises the question as to whether Acehnese shares any features with 
particular Chamic subgroups. Acehnese shares the raising of the low central nasal vocoid [a] 
with both Cham (ECham and WCham) and with COR, although the Acehnese vowel does 
not rise as high as the vowel of either COR or Cham. It shares the accretion of the velar nasal 
consonant [IJ] only with COR. The crucial question is whether the shared features of vowel 
raising and velar nasal accretion are historically common to Cham, COR, and Acehnese or 
whether they are independent developments. 
Shift of height and/or perception of height of nasal vowels is well attested. Wright 
( 1 975:382) summarises his investigation of perception: 
. . .  vowel nasalisation is accompanied by an auditory lowering of the vowel, 
except for the vowels [re] which rises, [a] which changes very little in quality and 
[::>] which also rises. Although it was originally proposed that such auditory 
effects would be a function of changes in the frequency of the first formant, this 
correlation was not observed for the high and back vowels. Rather, perception of 
vowel height in these areas appears to depend on other, poorly understood 
parameters of vowel quality, a conclusion also reached by Ladefoged. We may 
conclude that Ohala's claim is feasible: the auditory facts of vowel perception can 
provide an explanation for the diachronic tendency to lower that was 
hypothesised, at least for high and mid vowels . . .  
Acehnese (but not Cham or  COR) lowers the high front and back nasalised vowels (Durie 
1 990: 107ff.), conforming to the perceptual results of Wright' s study. Of the three low 
vowels in Wright's study, two of the nasalised ones are perceived as raised, but the one 
vowel which is raised in Acehnese and in Cham and COR is the very one which Wright 
notes as being perceived with only little change. 
Ruhlen ( 1 975:339) notes concerning natural systems of oral and nasal vowels: 
. . .  although OV's and NV's are often described as having the same absolute 
vowel height, we may hypothesise that where positional differences do exist 
there is a universal tendency for high and mid NY's  to be lower than their oral 
partners, while low NV' s  tend to be higher than their corresponding OV's. Like 
long vowels, then, NV's tend to be centralised with respect to the OV's though 
this does not imply, of course, that they are centralised for the same physiological 
reason. 
Although Wright' s  perceptual studies and Ruhlen's natural system account for some 
change in height, they do not account for the extent of the lowering of Acehnese high nasal 
vowels to a low-mid position bypassing the Acehnese high-mid position, unless there were 
two stages of lowering or the lowering predates the development of the mid-high vowels 
from high vowels (see Durie 1990: 104). Nor do they account for the extent of the raising of 
the COR and Cham low central nasal vowel to a high position bypassing the COR and Cham 
mid central vowel.  Ruhlen' s  hypothesis does, however, fit well with the raising of the 
Acehnese low central nasal vowel to a low-mid position. The lowering of the Acehnese 
vowels is not relevant here since no lowering has been observed in Charnic elsewhere; only 
the raising of the low central a is relevant. 
Raising of low nasal vowels is not uncommon and could therefore easily have been 
independent developments in Acehnese on the one hand and Cham and COR on the other. 
Nonetheless, it is a feature that is shared and could be historically connected. Since virtually 
all phonological innovations are natural changes, I don't  think we should dismiss the 
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possibility of an historical connection lightly, but should keep in mind that the degree of 
raising in Acehnese was much less than in Cham and COR, which may militate against their 
being historically connected. 
The second feature, that is the accretion of a velar nasal consonant in open syllables, is  
shared only by Acehnese and COR although, as noted above in §4. 1 .3 ,  COR also has some 
nasal accretion before h and glottal stop. (Acehnese also has at least one instance of an 
accretion of an alveolar nasal injameun 'formerly '  (from Durie 1985). No PC form has been 
reconstructed, but NR has juma 'formerly' . ) The alternation between nasal vowel and 1) is  
not uncommon either. Ohala ( 1 975:297) in his  list of predictions and explanations of nasal 
sound patterns observes, "The alternation of [IJ] ::::: y should be more common than the 
alternation of other nasals with Y". By alternation, I assume that Ohala means that [IJ] can be 
perceived as, and/or replace, a nasal vowel and vice versa. This being the case, it would not 
be surprising for a language to have velar nasal accretion following a nasal vowel, with or 
without loss of nasalisation of the vowel. The question which I am not prepared to answer, 
but which needs answering, is whether any other language(s) in the area also share(s) the 
feature of nasal accretion, particularly any Austro-Asiatic language(s). If only COR and 
Acehnese share the feature it would seem more likely to have some historical connection. 
Whether Acehnese shares developments with specific mainland Charnic languages is a 
crucial issue, as Durie has correctly noted. If it does not share developments with specific 
languages, then the separation of Acehnese could predate the break-up of the Charnic group 
on the mainland of Southeast Asia. If, however, it does share developments with specific 
languages, then the separation of Acehnese probably does not predate the break-up of the 
mainland Charnic group. In that case whether one uses the term Achino-Charnic or Chamo­
Acehic or Aceh-Charnic seems to me to become a moot question. It would in such a case 
probably be best simply to broaden the term Charnic to include Acehnese. The exclusion of 
Acehnese from Charnic appears to have been based more on historical facts concerning the 
migration(s) (e.g. Cowan 1988) of the Acehnese people to Aceh and the significant 
differences of Acehnese from mainland Charnic, even though the migration(s) undoubtedly 
did not precede the fifteenth century AD. Admittedly, Acehnese speakers outnumber all of the 
speakers of mainland Charnic languages, but this is because of rapid expansion of the 
Acehnese at the same time some of the other languages may have been becoming depleted. 
The contribution of COR toward answering this question is only a small step. As Durie has 
also noted, a lot of work still needs to be done utilising more accurate data and including 
older Cham materials, evidence from Utsat of Hainan, and evidence from neighbouring 
Austro-Asiatic languages. Unfortunately the COR data itself is scanty and not very accurate, 
but it does indicate what a wider base can provide. 
5. MEROER OF PRETONIC ALVEOLAR AND ALVEOPALATAL STOPS AS 
AL VEOPALATALS 
5. 1 THE CGR EVIDENCE 
This does not seem to be a consistent change in COR, but there are a number of words 
where pretonic *d- and *t- have merged with *)- and *c-. In the data available there are twice 
as many exceptions as words which follow the pattern. I suggest that the merger of the 
alveolar and alveopalatal stops is either a shift in process or an interrupted or reversed shift 
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resulting from ECham pressure. As already mentioned, it is also possible that I was getting 
words adjusted toward Cham for my benefit. Examples (68)-(72) all have the expected 
change although I recorded a variant of 'pond' (72) without the change. 
CGR NR PLC 
(68) c:Jkuh tukuh *tukuh 
(69) ca1)i1) rigia *ta(ri)1)a 
(70) faK:Ji dig:Ji *dig:Ji 
(7 1 )  fa yah darah *darah 
(72) fanaulJanau danau *danau 
Exceptions noted are: 
CGR Roglai PLC 
(73) tagiI] taI]8n *ta1)an 
(74) takoi takuai *takuai 
(75) talai tal:Ji *tal:Ji 
(76) tami tama *tama 
(77) tanih tanah *tanah 
(78) tala: tu1a:k *tu1a:1) 
(79) t:Jha tuha *tuha 
(80) t:Jke tukri *tuki 
(8 1 )  tuthau tis:Ju *tis:Ju 
(82) JaJa dada *dada 
(83) Jilah di1ah *di1ah 
The fol lowing exception shows an unusual k- reflecting *t- : 
(84) 
CGR 
kapai 
Roglai 
tarapai 
5 .2 SIGNIFICANCE FOR CHAMIC 
PLC 
*ta(ra)pai 
rat 
ear 
tooth 
blood 
pond 
hand 
neck 
rope 
enter 
earth 
bone 
old 
hom (of animal) 
breast 
chest 
tongue 
rabbit 
It is granted that there has been a steady loss of pretonic syllables and reduction of 
pretonic consonants in Charnic. The merger of the alveolar and a1veopalatal stops in the 
pretonic syllables in CGR is shared with Haroi where it is very regular. Examples (68)-(72) 
above are repeated here as (85)-(89) with the Haroi reflexes substituted for the NR reflexes 
and PC for PLC. 
CGR Haroi PC 
(85) c:Jkuh cabh *tukuh rat 
(86) caI]iI] caI]£a *ta(ri)I]a ear 
(87) fa yah cariah *darah blood 
(88) faK:Ji cakhi:i *dig:Ji tooth 
(89) fanaulJanau caniau *danau lake 
L ________________________________________________ ___ 
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The set of exceptions (73)-(83) above also all have c- in Haroi except that there is no 
reflex of PC *tanah 'earth' given for Haroi . The unusual exception in CGR for 'rabbit' (84) 
is also shared by Haroi (90): 
(90) 
CGR 
kapai 
Haroi 
kapai 
PC 
*ta{ra)pai rabbit 
The sharing, albeit not thoroughgoing in the CGR data, of the merger of the pretonic 
alveolar and alveopalatal stops as alveopalatal stops, along with the sharing of the unusual 
reflexes of PC *ta(ra)pai 'rabbit' , suggest a possible close affinity of CGR and Haroi . 
Compare Burnham ( 1 976:57ff.) who concluded that Haroi is to be considered as a separate 
branch of Charnic, that is as neither Highland Chamic nor Lowland Charnic. 
The merger of the alveolar and velar pretonic stops in CGR and Haroi differs from the 
development in Rade where the voiced alveolar and alveopalatal stops fell together with *1-
and *r- in the pretonic syllable as glottal stop plus e, but the voiceless counterparts fell 
together with *k- as k- (Lee 1 966). Examples (85)-(89) are repeated here as (90)-(94) with 
the Rade reflexes added. 
CGR Haroi Rade PC 
(9 1 )  c�kuh cakah kkuh *tukuh rat 
(92) cal)il) cal)ea kl)a *ta(ri)l)a ear 
(93) fa yah cariah ?erah *darah blood 
(94) fak�i cakhi:i ?egei *dig�i tooth 
(95) canaultanau caniau ?enau *danau pond 
Durie ( 1990: 106) has reconstructed for Proto Acehnese at least two instances of pretonic 
c- where PC has *t-, but in both instances the onset of the tonic syllable is  also *c-, so that it 
could be assimilation or possibly loss of pretonic syllable with subsequent reduplication. 
(96) 
(97) 
PAceh PC 
*(ce)cet 
*cuca 
*tice? 
*tica 
6. SlllFT OF ONSET *s- TO th_ 
6. 1 THE CGR EVIDENCE 
great -grandchild 
grandchild 
There is a regular shift of *s- to th_ in the onset of the tonic syllable and one instance in the 
pretonic syllable in CGR. 
CGR NR PC 
(98) ?athau ?as�u * ?as�u dog 
(99) ?atha?  ?asa ? * ?asap smoke 
( 100) 1utha rusa *rusa deer 
( 1 0 1 )  pitha pisa:k husband 
( 1 02) tathi:? tasi:? * tasi:? ocean 
( 103) tha sa *sa one 
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CGR NR PC 
( 1 04) tha: sa:k *sa:l] house 
( 105) tha ?ai sa ?ai *sa?ai elder sibling 
( 106) theG:? chifi:? *siap wing (cf. Chru siflI:u?) 
( 107) thia sia:p *sia:m good 
( 108) tuthau tis;)U * tis;} U breast 
( 1 09) thUIJ? srfi:? *srfi:p crossbow (cf. Chru 
srfi:u ?)  
Of the three exceptions noted ( 1 10-1 12) only ( 1 1 2) i s  in the tonic syllable: 
COR NR PC 
( 1 10) hakh;}n sag;} *sagor drum 
( 1 1 1 ) saya sara *sara salt 
( 1 1 2) sfip sanfip *slip speech, language 
It was already noted above (§4. 1 )  that ECham also has an initial s in slip where an 
aspirated t would have been expected from PC *s. It should be noted that there was only one 
pretonic instance of *s- becoming th_ in CGR whereas there are two where it does not. 
Further data might give a better pattern, but in both of these exceptions ( 1 1 1-1 12) COR also 
agrees with ECham. For the one COR word tha ?ai 'elder sibling' where the pretonic *s­
does become th-, ECham retains an S-. The normal reflex of PC pretonic *s- in Cham is a 
simple h- as in hak�l 'drum' (grave accent represents low pitch) so that the reflexes with s­
for both sara 'salt' and sa?ai 'elder sibling' in ECham are unexpected. 
6.2 SIGNIFICANCE FOR CHAMIC 
To my knowledge only ECham and COR share the shift of PC *s- to th_ and that only in 
the tonic syllable. I therefore suggest that the shift in COR is probably because of the contact 
between the COR and ECham. 
It should also be noted, however, that the two pretonic exceptions noted for COR and 
which agree with ECham are also exceptions in Raroi. Like COR and ECham Raroi has sara 
'salt' instead of expected *hara, but ca?lii 'older sibling' instead of expected * ?a?lii. 
7. SHIFT OF -1]- AND -r- TO - y- AFfER PREIDNIC a ANDTO - w- AFfER PREIDNIC u 
As with many of the other patterns observed in COR, this one is not consistent, but 
happened with sufficient frequency to produce an observable pattern. A larger corpus would, 
of course, be very helpful. 
7. 1 THE CGR EVIDENCE 
7 . 1 . 1  SHIFT OF -n- AND -r- TO - y- AFTER PRETONIC a 
There are several examples of this pattern. One problem is that for a couple of the words, I 
recorded -g- where I suspect it probably should have been -y-. One word I recorded both 
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ways. In the examples I give them as I recorded them. Northern Roglai does not have the 
cognate word for 'com' so I have listed a Southern Roglai form in the NR column. 
( 1 13)  
( 1 14) 
( 1 1 5) 
( 1 16) 
( 1 1 7) 
( l 1 8) 
( 1 19) 
( 1 20) 
CGR NR PC 
?agin ?aniin * ?anan 
?ayin/?ayin ?a1)Tn * ?a1)in 
tay:Ji t:J1):Ji (SR) 
tagil) ta1)iin *ta1):n 
Qaya bara *bara 
mayiah mariah *mariah 
saya sara * sara 
!ayah darah *darah 
name (cf. ECham ?a1)an) 
wind 
com (cf. Chru t:J1):JI) 
hand (PLC *ta1)a:n) 
shoulder 
red 
salt 
blood 
The i in CGR ?agin 'name' is not accounted for since one would have expected i from *a. 
ECham, however, also has an i in t81)in 'hand' where i would be expected from PLC *a. 
The velar consonant in the tonic onset parallels the Cham 1), but I do not know whether SR or 
Chru also have a velar nasal or not. NR, Haroi, Jorai , and Rade all have n.  
No exceptions to the shift of  -r- were observed, but a few exceptions were observed for 
-1)- : 
CGR NR PLC 
( 1 2 1 )  ca1)iI) ril]ia *ta(ri)1)a 
( 122) caI)ua caI)ua *ca1)ua 
( 1 23) 1aI)i:? 1a1)1:? *la1)l:? 
7. 1 .2 SHIFf OF -n- AND -r- TO - W- AFTER PRETONIC u 
In the data available there is only one clear example of each. 
( 1 24) 
( 1 25) 
CGR 
Quwil) 
huw:Ji 
NR 
bUIJa 
hur:Ji 
PC 
*bUIJa 
*hur:Jj 
ear 
winnowing basket 
sky 
flower 
day 
There is one additional word which I take to be a result of the same change, namely wa 
'classifier for people' from PC * ?ura1) 'person' .  Unfortunately I did not get the word for 
person, but NR has ?ura:k 'person' and ra:k 'classifier for people' .  I would expect CGR to 
have * ?uwa: . 
A possible counter example noted was !ayuj 'thorn' ,  but this probably derives from an 
intermediate *daru:Jj from *dUr.Ji with metathesis (as in NR dam:Jl) and subsequent loss of 
the :J in CGR. This then follows the expected pattern for the development of *-r- following 
*a . 
7 .2 SIGNIFICANCE FOR CHAMIC 
The change of -I)- and -r- to -w- in CGR is to my knowledge without precedent in 
Charnic, as is also the change of -1)- to - y-. The shift of -r- to the velar fricative - y- is not 
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without precedent. It also happened in WCham and even the NR has moved in that direction. 
What I have written as r in NR represents a high central non-syllabic vocoid [i] in tonic 
syllables (bara [baia] 'shoulder') sometimes with an r-like timbre. PC *r- in pretonic 
syllables is further weakened in NR and manifested by a lengthening (with two pulses) of the 
pretonic vowel with no glottal stricture (radlai [aadlai] 'Roglai ') .  
I believe that there i s  probably an historical connection between the NR and the COR 
reflexes of PC *r-. As far as articulation is  concerned, the non-syllabic [i] is  very close to a 
voiced velar fricative. The tongue placement is very close and the primary difference seems to 
be degree of stricture. Whether there is any historical connection between WCham and COR 
y- as reflexes of PC *r- is less clear, but, I suggest, should not be ruled out at this stage of 
our knowledge. 
8. SlllFT OF FINAL *-r TO -n 
8. 1 THE CGR EVIDENCE 
A number of words were observed where word final *-r has become -n in COR. 
are: 
COR NR PC 
( 1 26) hak;}n sag;} *sagOr drum 
( 1 27) kan g;} *ggr handle 
( 128) p;}n p;} *pOr to fly 
( 1 29) Qi;}n bhia *bi;}r short, dwarf 
( 1 30) ?uthan ?usa * ?uslir seed, flesh 
( 1 3 1 )  wan wa * war pen, cage 
These 
The only possible exception noted was COR pu 'cooked rice' ,  but the cognate forms for 
other Lowland Chamic languages and Haroi also lack any overt reflex of a final *-r. NR 
regularly loses *-r, so all of the NR reflexes in sets ( 126)-( 1 3 1 )  as well as bu 'cooked rice' 
end with a vowel. 
8.2 SIGNIFICANCE FOR CHAMIC 
The shift of final *-r to -n in COR is to my knowledge unique in Chamic. It is highly 
unlikely, however, that the shift from *-r to -n represents a single change. It is  probably 
safe to assume that *-r changed first to an intermediate *-1 which in tum changed to -no If 
this assumption is  true, COR shares the first change with Haroi in which PC *-r is  reflected 
by -I. 
COR 
( 1 32) hak;}n 
( 133) kan 
Haroi 
?akhu:al 
khu:al 
PC 
*sagOr 
*ggr 
drum 
handle 
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CGR Haroi PC 
( 1 34) p:m p:J:I *pOr to fly 
( 1 35) ?uthan ?asal * ?usilr seed, flesh 
( 1 36) wan wa:1 * war pen, cage 
Whether this shared feature of Haroi and CGR are part of a shared history remains to be 
determined. Both the alternation of r with 1 and of 1 with n are hjstorically common (see 
Ohala 1975 :296 for 1 and n ). The alternation of r and 1 is common in Charnic in onset 
position and NR shares with CGR the reflection of final PC *-1 as -n although there is only 
one instance in the CGR data available: 
CGR NR PC 
( 137) kapan kapan *kapa:1 thjck 
9. SHIFf OF FINAL PC *-p TO -u?  
9. 1 THE CGR EVIDENCE 
CGR NR PC 
( 1 38) ?ayu:? ?ayu:? * ?ayup to blow 
( 1 39) huyuqlh:}Jj? hadiu? *hadip to live 
( 140) ?jau?  ?j:}? * ?j�p correct 
( 14 1 )  patia:u? (to hunt) tia:? *ti:}:p to pursue 
( 142) thea:? chia:? *siap wing 
( 143) ya:u ?  ya:?  *ya:p to count 
In all of the examples ( 138)-(143) both CGR and NR lose the final *-p but differ in what 
happens. CGR retains both the labial feature and the stop feature with the - u ?  with the 
exception of the variant in ( 139) where the labial feature is lost fol lowing i. In ( 1 38) there is 
only one u before the glottal stop, the u from the *-p having merged with the nucleus. NR 
normally retains only the stop feature but has one exception ( 1 39) where the labial feature is 
also retained following the i in hadiu? 
The only exceptions noted for CGR in the data available were: 
( 144) 
( 145)  
CGR 
?asa:? 
Qa ? 
9.2 SIGNIFICANCE FOR CHAMIC 
NR 
?asa: ? 
ba ? 
PC 
* ?asilp 
*Mp 
smoke 
full 
The development of *-p in CGR is shared by both ECham, Chru, and Haroi. I have 
evidence for only a few of the Chru reflexes. For all the examples above ( 138-143) for 
which I have evidence, ECham and Haroi have replaced the *-p with a labial semivowel and 
glottal stop except for Haroi ?athip 'alive' which retains the -p of *hadJp. For the two 
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exceptions given above for CGR ( 144-145), the Raroi reflexes have the expected change, 
but ECham agrees with CGR for both as shown in ( 146-147): 
CGR ECham Raroi PC 
( 146) ?atha:? 
( 147) [2a ? 
?asau ?  
phiau? 
* ?aslip smoke 
*blip full 
It should be noted concerning these two exceptions they are the only two for which a short 
Ii is reconstructed for PC. Whether this is significant remains to be seen. 
10. QuwiI] 'FLOWER' AND thUI]? 'CROSSBOW' AS REFLEXES OF PC 
I began with CGR and NR reflexes of PC *buI]a 'flower' and PC *sr8:p 'crossbow ' ,  
noting that although CGR and N R  are closely related, these two sets o f  words would make 
them appear to be quite different. Apart from the change of *-p to glottal stop in the word for 
crossbow, the NR reflexes of these two words are structurally unchanged. The CGR 
reflexes, however, are radically restructured. 
CGR QuwiI] 'flower' manifests four and possibly five changes: 
1 )  Change of  initial voiced consonant *b to a voiceless or  partially voiceless 
sound (symbolised by p with other possible changes within the word as part 
of a Mon-Khmer type register system (see §2». 
2) Change of *-I]- to w following *u (see §7 . 1 .2). 
3) Change of *-8 to 1 (see §4. 1 .  1 ) . 
4) Accretion of I] following 1 (see §4. 1 .3). 
5) Possible loss of nasalisation of 1. Although I did not record i as being 
nasalised, it may have been. 
The third and fourth changes dealing with nasalisation as stated above are ordered, and if 
the fifth change applies it must follow the third and fourth changes. It is possible, however, 
that nasal accretion preceded the raising of the vowel . Otherwise the order of the changes 
does not seem relevant. Of the original phonemes of *bUI]8, only the *u of the pretonic 
syllable appears unchanged, but even it may have acquired some change of quality as part of 
a developing register system. 
CGR thu:I] ? 'crossbow' manifests six and possibly seven changes: 
1 )  Change of initial *s- to th_ (see §6. 1) .  
2) Change of final *-p to -u? (see §9. 1 ) .  
3)  Raising of *-8- to  intermediate * 1  (see §4. 1 . 1 ) . 
4) Loss of f preceding -u  resulting in u: (see §4. 1 .2). 
5) Accretion of nasal consonant following u: resulting in final nasal consonant 
fol lowed by glottal stop (see §4. 1 .3). 
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6) Possible loss of nasalisation of u: . 
7) Loss of r as second member of cluster before u (see discussion under 
§4. 1 .4) .  
Again, as they are stated, changes (3)-(6) dealing with nasalisation are ordered, and if (6) 
applies it must follow (2)-(5). Changes (3)-(5) could, however, be reordered if stated 
differently. 
1 1 . SUMMARY OF CGR INNOVATIONS SHARED WITH OTHER CHAMIC 
LANGUAGES 
Throughout the paper, I have indicated features shared with various of the Chamic 
languages and with Acehnese. Here I list the features shared with each of the languages 
included which will enable us to see something of the relationship of CGR to the others. 
N orthern Roglai (See also Roglai) 
1 )  Share [dl] as opposed to [gl] shared by other Lowland Chamic languages 
(§ 1 .2) .  
2 )  Accretion of  final alveolar nasal consonant in  kamJn 'we (exclusive)
, 
(§ 1 .2 ;  
§4.2 . 1 ) . 
3)  Lexical items: reflexes of *bu:r mean 'cooked rice' (also shared with 
Acehnese (§ 1 .2». 
4) NR may be in the process of losing final stops after long vowels with 
possible long/short contrast in open syllables as in CGR (§3.2). 
5) NR r becomes high central unrounded non-syllabic vocoid (except in pretonic 
syllable). This is probably related to the CGR shift to voiced velar fricative 
(§7.2). As a second member of a cluster, both tend to lose the *r preceding a 
high vocoid, suggesting that *r first became a high non-syllabic vocoid 
(§4. 1 .4).  
Roglai (Southern and N orthern) 
1 )  Denasalisation of final nasal consonants and becoming voiceless stops (§ 1 .2). 
ECham (some shared also with WCham) 
1 )  Development of register system connected with original initial stops (§2.2). 
2) Raising of low central nasal vowel to high central position (§4. 1 . 1 ) . 
3)  Loss of high central nasal vowel adjacent to high front or back vocoid (§4.2). 
4) Shift of initial *s- to th (§6.2). Share most exceptions as well (§6.2). 
5) Final *-p becomes final high central non-syllabic vocoid combined with 
glottal stop (§9.2). (This feature is also shared with Haroi.) 
WCham 
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1) Change of *r- to voiced velar fricative (§7.2). 
2) See also ECham although no� al l features shared. 
H aroi 
1 )  Development of register system connected with original initial stops. COR in 
development stage and Haroi has already restructured vowel system with 
accompanying loss of register system (§2.2). 
2) Merger of initial alveolar and palatal stops although sporadic in COR (§5 .2). 
3) Shared initial k- in word for 'rabbit' (§5.2). 
4) Final *-r becomes -1 although in COR the resulting - 1  along with already 
existing -1 became a final -fl (§8.2). 
5) Final *-p becomes final high central non-syl labic vocoid combined with 
glottal stop (§9.2). (This feature is also shared with ECham.) 
A cehnese 
1 )  Raising of low central nasal vowel: COR to high position, Acehnese to mid­
low position (§4.2). 
2) Accretion of velar nasal consonant following nasal vowel in open syllables 
(§4.2) .  
3)  Possibly shift of *t to c (see also for Haroi above), but doubtful (§5.2). 
Looking only at the above list, the features shared by COR with NR, ECham, and Haroi 
are the highest and roughly equal in number. The number of features shared with some of the 
other languages may turn out to be as many when we have the information organised. The 
nature of some of the features shared with ECham and Haroi, however, seem to indicate that 
there may be a closer affinity of Haroi with other Lowland Charnic languages than Burnham 
( 1 976) recognised. Southern Roglai and also Chru should have a lot in common with COR 
that is not available here. I would expect that features shared specifically with Rade or Jorai , 
however, are somewhat unlikely. 
Concerning the relationship of COR with NR and ECham, I expect that the features 
shared by COR and NR are more likely held over from earlier common history and that some 
of the features shared with Cham are from more recent close contact. 
COR shares two nasal related innovations with Acehnese but the significance of these 
remains to be seen. 
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l 
ON THE ETHNONYM 'UTSAT' 
KENG-FONG PANG 
1 .  ETHNONYMS FOR THE UTSAT PEOPLEl 
Utsat is the ethnonym preferred by the Chamic-speaking Muslims of Hainan Island and 
can be said to be an autonym.2 The Utsat now number about 6,000 and are concentrated in 
two villages near Sanya on the southern tip of Hainan Island. They use Utsat to refer to 
themselves when speaking in their indigenous language, and they refer to their language as 
Tsat. Thus non-Tsat speakers, including those scholars who study the Utsat people without 
learning to use Tsat, will usually not be aware of this term (see Pang 1 992). In English­
language literature since 1992 Western linguists and scholars have used the name Utsat (see 
Pang 1 992, Maddieson & Pang 1993, and Thurgood 1 993). 
The Utsat have been previously known to the world as Hui. Hui is  the Utsat 's  ethnic 
identity or nationality name officially decided upon during the 1 950s when the People's 
Republic of China's Minority Nationalities Commission began work to identify the minority 
nationalities. Hui, however, is also a Han Chinese term commonly understood to refer to the 
Chinese-speaking Muslims (see Pi l lsbury 1989, 1973,  and Gladney 1 989, 1 99 1 ), and i s  
often erroneously extended in  Han conversation to refer to all Muslims in  generaP In 
Chinese linguistic l iterature, the Utsat have been referred to as Hainan Hui and their language 
as Hui-Hui hua 'Hui-Hui language' (Ouyang and Zheng 1 983, Zheng 1 986, and Ni Dabai 
1988). The local Han people may also refer to the Tsat language as Hui hua or possibly Hui­
Hui hua. But the Utsat people do not normally  use Hui-Hui hua. 
2 
3 
I thank Paul Benedict. David Thomas. Mark Durie. and Graham Thurgood for their encouragement ani 
assistance with this study. My 1987-1989 research on Hainan Island was primarily supported by a two­
year research grant administered by the Committee on Scholarly Communication with the People's 
Republic of China (CSCPRC). which I hereby gratefully acknowledge. 
See Benedict ( 1987) for a discussion of autonyms and exonyms. Benedict ( 194 1 )  was the first to suggest 
a Chamic origin for the Utsat as described by Stubel ( 1937). See Pang (in progress) for a reassessment of 
the linguistic. archaeological. and cultural evidence regarding the Chamic origin of the Utsat. For 
Chinese writings on the origins of the Hainan Hui see Dong ( 1 985). Li and Tian ( 1 986). Jiang and Mei 
( 1 986). and Chen and Jiang ( 1 988). 
I have argued elsewhere (Pang 1987. 1992:29-38) that the Utsat could have qualified as the eleventh 
Muslim minority nationality in the People's Republic of China because they are historically. 
l inguistical ly. and culturally clearly distinct from mainland Hui by every criterion listed by the Minority 
Nationalities Commission. It is noteworthy that in a graduation essay written by two Utsat religious 
scholars they chose to cal l themselves Hainan Muslims rather than Hui. 
David Thomas, ed . •  Papers in Southeast Asian linguistics No. 1 5: Further Chamic Studies. 55-60 
Pacific Linguistics, A-89. 1 998. 
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In speaking Hainanese the Utsat tend to refer to their language as Huan-uei 'Huan 
language' , and they themselves are known in Hainanese as the Huan people. 
Since not all people on the mainland who identify themselves as Hui are practising 
Muslims, the more sophisticated Hui and Hui scholars (see Gladney 1 99 1 )  on the mainland 
make a distinction between 'Hui' as an ethnic identity and 'Hui ' for Muslim or Islam. For the 
same reason the more sophisticated and better travelled Utsat also prefer to call themselves 
Hainan Mu-si-lin ( ,Hainan Muslim' in Mandarin) instead of Hui. The Utsat who are not 
practising Muslims are referred to as having 'become Han ' .  The term I-si-lan-jiao 'Islam 
religion' is more properly used to refer to the religion of Islam. 
When the Utsat emigrated to Malaysia they became known as Orang Kwangtung by the 
Muslim Malays (see Pang 1994). With the passing of the pioneering generation in Malaysia 
both the Tsat language and the ethnonym Utsat have dropped out of use.4 
The social reality in Hainan is complex. My anthropological research among the Utsat for 
almost two years ( 1987-1 989 and shorter visits in 1 99 1 ,  1 993, and 1 994) using a 
combination of Tsat, Hainanese, Mandarin ,  and Malay languages exposed me to the fact that 
the Utsat have multiple ethnic identities. Variously known as Hui, Utsat, and Huan-nang, 
each ethnic identity is mediated through a specific language use (respectively Mandarin, Tsat, 
and Hainanese). Each identity has a specific contextualised local history which emphasises 
different aspects of being Utsat. I have elaborated elsewhere on Utsat ' s  repertoire of 
simultaneous ethnic identities (see Pang 1995). 
In this article, I will focus specifically on the various meanings of the ethnonym 'Utsat' as 
opposed to other ethnonyms, examining how the ethnonym is  used l inguistical ly, and 
offering culturally grounded analyses of everyday Utsat social interactions and their 
discourses about being Utsat. I cite several instances where the use of the Tsat language has 
helped me to understand the term Utsat in its multiple meanings and contextual usage. 
2. UTSAT AS DIFFERENTIATED FROM OTHER PEOPLES 
How is the term 'Utsat' used in everyday discourse? When a stranger walks into an Utsat 
village, the Utsat people might ask each other the following question: 
Nau si Utsat ahsi Ulo?5 
(He/She is Utsat or Ulo?) 
Is he/she an Utsat or Ulo? 
On my first day of language-learning through social immersion, this very question alerted 
me to the existence of the term 'Utsat' which up to that time had not been mentioned in either 
the Chinese or foreign academic literature. Utsat was clearly being used as an 
ethnonyrnlautonym that contrasted with Ulo. 
4 
5 
See Pang ( 1 989) for an analysis of the Utsat's Southeast Asian connections. 
I am not using the IPA phonetic symbols or making a precise phonetic or phonemic transcription. As an 
anthropologist who is thus far the only scholar to have done long-term fieldwork using this Austronesian 
language, I hope this contribution will clarify why the Utsat of Hainan Island are not simply 'Hui; -the 
term by which they and many Muslims of mainland China who speak Chinese languages as their 
indigenous languages are known. 
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Who is an UJo? In its most inclusive and general meaning, an UJo is simply a non-believer 
in Islam, a kafir. This meaning will become clearer when we later discuss the use of Utsat to 
mean simply Muslim-the explanation most commonly asserted by the Utsat themselves. 
However, in the everyday local context, Ulo more specifical ly refers to the Han Chinese who 
are non-Muslims. Interestingly, the term 10 in Tsat means 'meat' in general, as in 10-phui 
'meat-pig' (pork) and 10-rno 'meat-cow' (beef). It is not inconceivable that the Utsat first 
used the term UJo to refer to non-Muslims in their midst who routinely ate pork, which is 
abhorred by Muslims. This reasoning finds further support in another Charnic language 
when we observe that the Western Cham speakers use the term 10 (in a lower tone than that 
used in tonal Utsat) to describe the Chinese in Cambodia.6 Whether this is a Proto Charnic 
term for both 'meat' and 'Chinese' remains to be seen . 
How do these terms, Utsat and Ulo, fit into basic Utsat taxonomic classification of 
peoples? In their least elaborated taxonomic classification, if asked "How many types/kinds 
of people are there?", many Utsat would respond first with "Utsat, Ulo, UJait, and UJait­
miao" before elaborating on each category. It is notewOlthy that whi le the terms Utsat and 
UJo might have theoretically covered all the world's people as 'Muslim' and 'Non-Muslim' , 
the Utsat clearly differentiate themselves and the UJo from the local UJait and UJait-miao. The 
latter two terms are ethnonyms for the Li and Miao people who are considered by Utsat to be 
"people who stay in the forests". Although many Li people now live in the cities and some Li 
girls have recently been employed by Utsat as live-in nanny-housekeepers, many Utsat elders 
recall seeing bare-breasted Li women and Li men in loincloths as recently as 60 years ago. It 
is also conceptually interesting that the Miao are classified as a subgroup of the Li , even 
though the Utsat can describe the cultural and linguistic differences between them. The Miao, 
actually Yao-speakers not linguistically or culturally related to the Miao (Hmong) from 
mainland China (Jacques Lemoine pers.comm.), are also more feared and less encountered 
by the coastal living Utsat. I would suggest that, to the Utsat, the Li and the Miao are not 
only distinct from the Han Chinese but were also viewed in earlier times as being somewhat 
savage and subhuman because they were forest or hill dwellers. Thus the basic taxonomy 
includes Li and Miao as separate categories of people. 
3. UTSAT AS BEING MUSLIM 
Who is an Utsat then? When asked to articulate how Utsat are different from the Ulo, the 
most commonly listed characteristics were: "We Utsat believe in Allah, the Ulo pray to many 
gods" or "We Utsat do not eat pork, the UJo do". Many Utsat also feel a sense of moral 
superiority over the Han Chinese, a sense which derives from knowing that good Utsat will 
enter heaven upon death if they practise Islamic teachings wel l .  This sense of moral 
superiority finds expression among Utsat women sel lers of vegetables and fruits in the city 
markets or by the roadside when they say to me in Tsat (or in Hainanese and Mandarin to 
Han Chinese): 
6 
Mi Utsat pu phian dzat. 'We Utsat do not cheat people.' 
This data came from my field research in 1 994-95 among both Cambodian and Vietnamese Cham 
refugees now resettled in California. It was partially funded by a postdoctoral fel lowship from the multi­
disciplinary New Ethnic and Immigrant Congregation Project, directed by sociologist Stephen R .  
Warner, University o f  I l l inois, Chicago. 
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The unwavering belief that an Utsat vegetable seller would not short-change her customer 
in the market minimises price-negotiating because the Utsat wil l  often teU the customer "You 
do not have to worry, we do not cheat people. Our Allah will know if we cheat". 
Trus Islamic core of Utsat identity is clearly so basic to the Utsat that any Utsat will 
articulate that 'Utsat' means 'Muslim' .  Indeed, to them all the world' s Muslims are Utsat 
people, differentiated only by nationality or region. In Tsat, the practising Hui Muslims on 
the mainland are described as 'Utsat Talok' (mainland Muslims). The Uighur or other Turkic­
speaking Muslims from Xinjiang province would be called 'Utsat Sinkiang' . Similarly, 
American Muslims would be known as 'Utsat Meikok' (Muslim Americans) while Saudi 
Muslims are 'Utsat Saute ' .  
Indeed, we can see how deeply entrenched this Islamic core is by  noting the fact that to 
study Islam or the Koran is usually referred to as phai kha:d tsat (to study ArabiclIslamic 
words). To go to Islamic school is nauk hok kha:d tsat as opposed to going to a Han 
Chinese school which is nauk hok kha:d 10. Similarly, each Utsat person typically has three 
types of names, a Muslim name, a school-going Chinese name, and a nickname. The Muslim 
name is referred to as nan kha:d tsat and is the first name given to a child, usually nine days 
after birth. Thus the term kha:d tsat can be glossed as 'Islamic words' or 'Arabic or Koranic 
language ' .  
The Islamic core of  Utsat identity is also underscored by the fact that 'becoming Utsat' 
(ngau Utsat) is sometrung to be achieved performatively by first becoming Muslim. Learning 
the Tsat language comes later. It is unlike the Hui identity, where one is Hui because one has 
Hui blood (see Pillsbury 1 976). Being Utsat and remaining Utsat is a performative act. An 
Utsat who no longer practises Islam will be said to have become Han (ngau UIo), even if this 
person sti l l  speaks the Tsat language. The converse is also true. Take my position as an 
anthropologist in the community, for example. I have often been asked to become Utsat for 
several reasons. Most Utsat say that I should become Utsat because I have lived with them 
for a long time, because I understand Utsat culture and Muslim customs, and, last, because I 
already speak Tsat (wruch means I have the communicative skil ls to live meaningfully in their 
society). However, I cannot be called an Utsat unless I decide to convert ( 'enter the religion ' )  
and become a Muslim. Thus, for example, I have been exhorted in Tsat: 
Ha rna kiau ngau utsat. 'You enter religion and become Utsat. '  
The fact that the Utsat regard the Islamic core of their identity as being central to their 
articulations of selfhood as a people is not surprising when we note in their myths of origin 
that only the Utsat who decided to remain living together in the same place with fel low Utsat 
remained Utsat. Those who decided to stay in Han-dominated areas presumably became Han. 
Indeed, there are several coastal cities in Hainan where a section of town is known as 'fan­
cun' (barbarian or foreign villages) in the rustorical literature (see Pang 1 992). It is 
noteworthy that the Utsat have no folk or oral history indicating a conversion to Islam, which 
suggests that the Utsat either came to Hainan Island as Muslims, or were converted too long 
ago to retain this fact even in their oral tradition. The latter scenario is not inconceivable when 
we consider that historically there was an ancient Muslim settlement in Hainan wruch was 
described by a Chinese traveller in the eighth century as 'Persian ' (see Gerini 1 974:47 1 ,  
fn .2). The existence of this ancient Muslim settlement might explain who were the Muslim 
people buried in an extensive area near Lingshui marked with coral Muslim tombstones (see 
Zhong 1 984, Li and Wang 1 987, and Chen and Salmon n .d.) .  It is important to note that 
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tombstones were not considered by the Utsat to be part of their historical or oral traditions, 
nor is this area regarded as their ancestral burial ground. 
4. UTSA T IN LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE 
Nevertheless, from both anthropological and linguistic perspectives, it is clear that Utsat is 
meaningful as an ethnonym in ways other than those articulated by the Utsat in everyday 
discourse. For example, when we see the linguistic correspondence between the terms Utsat, 
U10, and U1ait whereby Utsat people speak Tsat, Ulo people speak Lo, and the U1ait people 
speak Lait, it is reasonable to infer that the term Utsat means 'people who speak Tsat ' .  The 
prefix 'u' in each of these ethnonyms is clearly a root Austronesian term which means 
'people ' .  This is ,  however, a meaning of Utsat which is not articulated by the Utsat 
themselves. This suggests that the morpheme 'u'  is no longer a productive morpheme in 
modem Tsat language (Maddieson, pers.comm. 1992). 
From a comparative Chamic perspective, an etymology of the term 'Utsat' has been 
offered by Mark Durie (pers.comm. 1993) who suggested that the term Tsat corresponds 
regularly with Cham, with the loss of labial articulation in the final nasal of Cham. 
5 .  CONCLUSION 
In analysing the various meanings of Utsat among the Utsat people, there is clearly a 
conflation of both religious and cultural elements, with the Islamic core of their identity 
superseding all others. It is not enough to be able to speak the Tsat language to be Utsat, one 
must be a practising Muslim. 
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AUSTRONESIAN AND MON-KHMER COMPONENTS 
IN THE PROTO CHAMIC VOWEL SYSTEM 
GRAHAM THURGOOD 
1 .  INTRODUCTION J 
The Austronesian speakers who arrived on the coast of the Southeast Asian mainland 
spoke a basically disyllabic language with a relatively modest vowel inventory. The 
morphemes were typically disyllabic, more specifically, cvcv(C), and there were four basic 
vowels: *-a, * -i, * -u, *-e (= [-g] ) and three final diphthongs: *-ay, *-ui, and *-aw;  the 
four vowels occurred in both syllables of the disyllabic forms while the diphthongs were 
restricted to the final syllable. 
Under the influence of what was apparently more than casual contact with Mon-Khmer 
(MK) languages, this pre-Chamic Austronesian (An) language adopted the main-syllable 
stress of the neighbouring MK languages, a change that had consequences both for the 
morpheme structure and for the vowel inventories of Proto Chamic (PC) .  By the time of PC, 
the formerly disyllabic Austronesian roots had become iambic ( in the sense of Donegan 
1 993); that is, the formerly disyl labic morphemes came to have an unstressed initial syllable 
followed by a stressed main syllable. This iambic PC stress pattern is certainly reflected in the 
contrasts between the vowel inventories of the pre-syllable and the main syllable. Unlike in 
the Austronesian disyllables where there was a balanced four-way vowel contrast in both 
syllables,2 in PC the vowel inventories are anything but symmetrical: in the unstressed PC 
pretonic syllable, the four-way Austronesian vowel distinction has been reduced to a three­
way distinction while in  the stressed main syllable the same four-way distinction, has been 
expanded to 1 8  or so distinct vowels, not counting length contrasts.3 
Some of these new main-syllable vowels developed out of splits of inherited Austronesian 
vowels ,  but the bulk of the forms with new vowels are found in pre-Charnic borrowings 
from MK. Thus, the main vowels of PC include two readi ly discernible historical layers: those 
vowels inherited from Austronesian, which form the core of the basic vowel system, and 
2 
3 
A large number of people provided me with wide-ranging assistance in the preparation of this paper. 
Especial thanks are due to Mark Durie, David Solnit, Bob Blust, Jerry Edmondson, Karen Mistry and 
Elzbieta Thurgood. The paper is based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under 
Grant No. SBR-95 1 2 1 1 0 1 .  
However, i t  appears that this four-way Austronesian vowel distinction was already on its way to 
becoming a three-way distinction in parts of Western Malayo-Polynesian. 
It needs to be pointed out, however, that some of the expansion of the vowel inventory is due to 
borrowing from MK. 
David Thomas, ed., Papers in Southeast Asian linguistics No. I S :  Further Chamic Studies, 6 1 -90 
Pacific Linguistics, A-89, 1 998. 
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those vowels which primarily reflect MK influence and overwhelmingly occur in pre-Chamic 
MK borrowings. 
While distinguishable, the two layers are not completely distinct: sometimes the 
phonology of the MK borrowings matched the phonology of the Austronesian lexicon, 
making the borrowed form indistinguishable on purely phonological grounds from inherited 
Austronesian forms; undoubtedly, sometimes the phonology of the MK borrowings was 
restructured by the pre-Chamic speakers to match the phonology of the Austronesian lexicon, 
again making the forms blend phonologically with the inherited Austronesian forms; but, in a 
way that is at times strikingly obvious, sometimes new phonological contrasts accompanied 
the MK borrowings. 
Among forms carrying new phonological contrasts, the overwhelming majority of the 
words are identifiable as MK loans into pre-Chamic, while the bulk of the remaining forms 
are potentially of MK origin as they lack etymologies, Austronesian or otherwise. However, 
although overwhelming preponderance of forms containing new vowels are MK borrowings 
or possible MK borrowings, sprinkled in among the MK forms, there are also usually one or 
two words with straightforward, well-attested Austronesian etymologies. Two things appear 
to have happened in such words. First, the MK contact led to the development and 
phonemicisation of a vowel distinction already present in the phonetics of the Austronesian 
forms. Second, the development of the new sound in an Austronesian form would have 
significantly lessened the need to restructure the incoming MK loan words containing this 
vowel .  
1 . 1  THE LITERATURE 
The literature on Chamic vowels contains considerable discussion of the correspondences 
between An and PC (e.g. Blood 1 962, Pittman 1 959 and Thomas 1 963), as well as a more 
limited discussion of the reflexes between PC and the modem Chamic languages (primarily 
Lee 1 966, but also Burnham 1976 and others). However, two more recent developments 
make it possible to clarify, expand upon, and, in some cases, revise this earlier work. First, 
there has been a greatly expanded awareness of precisely which forms are MK borrowings; 
the use of Headley ( 1 976) augmented by preliminary reconstructions of two branches of 
Mon-Khmer found in Vietnam (H. Blood 1968; Smith 1 972) not only has allowed the 
recognition of a large number of MK loans but also-in conjunction with other revisions­
has made it possible to work out a rough chronology for many of the loans, classifying them 
as either pre-Chamic or post-PC loans. Second, the database has expanded enormously, 
leading to numerous revisions in the individual lexical items and some modification in the 
overall schema, although much of Lee's outline is stil l  quite workable today. In addition, of 
course, other recent literature in Chamic studies has also contributed to our understanding of 
PC vowels and their correspondences (e.g. , Ni 1 988a, 1 988b, 1 990a, 1990b; Haudricourt 
1 984; Benedict 1 984; Blust 1969, 1980a, 1 980b, 1 98 1 ,  1 983-84, 1 986, 1989). 
The only work to set out main vowel correspondences of PC was Lee ( 1 966). Since then 
expanded knowledge of various Chamic languages makes the time appropriate for revisions. 
One source of revision is the realisation that some 10% of Lee' s  reconstructed forms are MK 
borrowings, many of them not even pre-Chamic borrowings but post-PC borrowings and 
thus are not legitimate input to PC reconstruction. The removal of these post-PC borrowings 
from the database eliminates certain of Lee' s  marginally attested vowel correspondence 
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patterns completely while simplifying others. A second development leading to the 
modification of Lee's  protoforms is a reanalysis of his treatment of nasalised vowels. Lee 
often reconstructed nasalised vowels to account for the failure of certain Roglai word-final 
nasals to denasalise. However, the elimination of late borrowings from the database allows 
an alternative treatment of the Roglai patterns, which in tum makes it clear that the Roglai 
changes are internal to Roglai and, thus, no longer reconstructable to pc.  Finally, as the 
result of modifications in the treatment of numerous individual words, it has been possible to 
reconstruct *J where Lee reconstructs both *J and *0. This treatment reassigns the various 
*J reflexes largely to *:}, but occasionally elsewhere. As a general consequence of the 
accumulation of numerous minor revisions, this paper provides new reconstructions of the 
pc main vowel reconstructions, modifying Lee ( 1 966). 
As has already become obvious, this discussion of pc main-syllable vowels divides the 
relevant discussion into four time periods: the Austronesian period predating contact with MK 
languages; the pre-Charnic period, in which early contact occurred but which predates what 
we reconstruct as pc; the stretch of time during which what we reconstruct as pc Charnic 
was spoken; and the period following the break-up of pc. 
1 .2 pc VOWEL LENGTH 
As will become clear later, vowel length in PC involves the interaction of the Austronesian 
inherited vowels with the MK vocalic contributions to pc. Here it is enough to make several 
comments on the distribution of vowel-length contrasts. In PC, vowel length occurs only for 
specified vowels and then only in certain contexts. As Lee ( 1 966: 1 1 7) noted, the "length 
contrast seems to be fairly certain for *a, *u, and *J, but (as is true of the daughter 
languages) is limited to certain environments". The questions in the reconstruction of length 
revolve around determining precisely those finals before which length occurs and those 
before which it does not occur. The PC *a occurs both long and short before final -?, -I], -k, 
-I, -r, and marginally before -t (see Table 26). The PC *J occurs both long and short before 
final -?, -I], and -k (see Tables 36-40). The PC *u occurs both long and short before final -? 
and -I] (see Tables 1 1  and 1 3-16). 
Other residual evidence of vowel length seems to exist in various daughter languages but it 
is not (yet?) possible to reconstruct it. For instance, the length distinctions in Rade suggest 
that there may have once been a distinction between -a:m and -am; however, if so, it has 
been totally obscured elsewhere by subsequent developments throughout Charnic. 
TABLE 1 :  CONSTRAINTS ON THE OCCURRENCE OF PC VOWEL LENGTH 
*-8- versus *-a:­
*-5- versus *-J:­
*-11- versus *-u:-
Notes on tables: 
I_?; I_I]; I_k; I_I; I_r; I_n; I_t (marginal) 
I_?; I_I]; I_k 
I_?; I_I] 
a) An in these tables refers to an Austronesian reconstruction that at least predates 
Charnic; many of these forms, of course, do not reconstruct all the way back to 
Austronesian. Two levels of borrowed entities are distinguished: borrowings 
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predating PC are marked by "'* with the '" indicating that the form was borrowed and 
the * indicating that nonetheless it reconstructs back to Pc. Borrowings postdating PC 
are simply marked by "' . Most likely all the *;:;1 forms should be prefaced in one of 
these ways. 
b) Apparent irregularities in the correspondences are indicated by a hyphen followed by 
a consonant indicating precisely what is irregular: -v = irregular vowel ,  -c = irregular 
consonant, -f = irregular final, -vr = irregular vowel register, -t = irregular tone, _n = 
irregular nasalisation, -1 = irregular length, -iv = irregular initial and vowel, -ivf = 
irregular initial, vowel, and final, -r = irregular correspondence for Irl, -vg = the 
initial vowel i s  irregular, and so on . 
c) The symbol (m) indicates metathesis. 
d) 'Bahnar (AC)' refers to the Bahnar forms cited in Aymonier and Cabaton ( 1 906). 
2. THE PC MAIN-SYLLABLE VOWELS INHERITED FROM AUSTRONESIAN 
The pre-contact Austronesian language that was to become Charnic had a vowel system 
consisting of four main vowels, occurring in either syllable, and three diphthongs, occurring 
only in the second syllable (see Table 2). 
TABLE 2:  An MAIN VOWEL REFLEXES IN PC 
An second-syllable vowels PC main-syllable 
*
. 
1 *u *-i-
*-;:;1i 
*e [;:;1] *ii 
*a *a 
*ay *uy *-ay 
*aw *-au 
vowels 
*-u­
*-;:;1U 
*-ui 
The reflexes of these Austronesian vowels in PC are straightforward for the most part, 
with the subsequent PC reflexes set out in the tables below. In certain cases, particular 
developments are discussed in more detail .  The essence of the An > PC changes, however, is 
relatively simple. The two high Austronesian vowels underwent splits, diphthongising in 
final position, but remaining -i- and -u- in c losed syllables; these developments are also 
further conditioned in minor ways by an apparent interaction with stress placement (see 
discussion at §2. 1 below). Austronesian shwa became *ii before certain finals but merged 
with *a before others; this led to a length distinction between PC short *ii and PC long *a 
before the finals where *ii was maintained (see Table 3 and further discussion in  §2.S). 
The original An shwa is  realised as PC short *ii (fable 3); note that the PC words 
reconstructed with shwa are not inherited from An, but instead are borrowed from MK! The 
realisation of An shwa as PC *ii, by introducing a contrast with PC *a, introduced a vowel­
length distinction into PC. 
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TABLE 3: An *e [= �] > PC *-a- REFLEXES 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR 
Cham 
*ajeng * � a- h�diiI] h�diiI] hadak h�daI] .tiiI] ha.tiiI]; char-
laI] coal 
taI]ek * � a- bna? t�na? tana? t�na? c�na? tan�? tanP cook 
lemak * � a- ema? rdma? luma? l�ma? bm1a? lam�? limJ?; fat; 
-I  lamP grease 
*le(m)- * � a- 6iiI] 6iiI] 6ak 6aI] 6iiI] biiI] hole; 
beng door 
*gatel * � a- bta] btal katan k�ta1 btal kata] kata] itchy 
hiket * � a- ?aka?; ika? aka? ?aka? kak ika?; to tie 
ka? kat 
qulej * � a- h1uat hlat; hula? h�la? h1a? hala? worm; 
(m) h1uat (m) caterpil lar 
Note: Forms in the Austronesian column without an asterisk are from Blust; however, 
such forms are only claimed to predate PC.  Austronesian forms with an asterisk 
are from a myriad of other sources. 
The new length distinction occurred before the final consonants *-'1, -1), -k, -1, -f, and, 
more marginally, before -t, causing a distinction between short PC *a « largely from An *e 
[�]) and long PC *a « largely from An *a). In other environments, An *e [= *�] merged at 
some point with PC *a, although with further research it sti l l  may be possible to extend the 
reconstruction of the PC vowel-length difference to additional environments. For example, 
the reflexes of An *-em in PC are almost always *-am, but nonetheless it has not been 
possible as yet to reconstruct a distinction between *-am and *-am. Perhaps later research 
will allow a vowel-length distinction to be teased out in this context, but thi s  has not been 
done yet. 
The next historical stage involves the break-up of PC into its daughter languages. The 
various PC vowel reflexes are relatively clear, making it possible to represent the changes 
fairly adequately in various tables (cf. Table 4). There are, of course, little oddities such as 
sporadic metathesis scattered throughout Chamic and instances here and there of 
unaccounted-for nasalisation (neither of which will be discussed here), but although 
interesting in themselves, these oddities are a very minor part of the vowel reflex patterns. 
TABLE 4: REFLEXES OF PC INHERITED MAIN-SYLLABLE VOWELS 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
* . 1 *-�i -£i -�i -�i -ai -�i -5i; -ii -ay -ly 
* . 1- -1- -1- -1- -1- -1- -e-; -ei?; -1- -1-
-1-
*u *-�u -au -�u -�u -au; -(i)� -�u -au; -lau -au -5w 
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An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
*u- -u- -u- -u- -u- -u- -0-; -ou-; -u- -u-
-u-
*e *a- -a -a -a -a -a -a; -ia -a -a 
*uy *ui- -ui -ui -ui -Ul -Ul -oi; -ui -Ul -uy 
*ay- *ay- -ie -ai -ai _a;j?42 -ai -ai; -iai -ai -ay 
*a w *au- -au -au -au -au -au -a:u; -iau -au -aw 
*a- *a a a a a a a; ia a a 
Note: Vowel length is not shown in this table and will be discussed later. The fonner 
existence of vowel registers in Haroi accounts for the dual Haroi reflexes for each 
PC vowel .  
In this paper, only two of the more notable PC vowel reflex patterns are given further 
discussion. In Western Cham and Phan Rang Cham, PC *a and *a have an interesting set of 
conditioned reflexes, which are discussed below in some detail (§2.5). 
The other PC vowel reflexes of particular interest are found in Haroi , which has what 
Huffman ( 1 976) tenned 'restructured register' . These Haroi changes wil l  not be discussed in 
any detail here, but they have been discussed elsewhere in the l iterature by others (Lee 1 977; 
Burnham 1 976) and by myself (Thurgood 1 996, 1 997). These fascinating vowel splits were 
the focus of some early work by Lee ( 1 977) and by Burnham ( 1 976), who both correctly 
deduced that the vowel splits correlated with the earlier presence of vowel registers. Some of 
the detail s  of the conditioning factors sti l l  remain to be figured out. 
2. 1 REFLEXES OF PC *-i- AND *-i 
In the stage from An to PC , the reflexes of the Austronesian high vowel *i split: in open 
stressed syllables, it became PC *-�i (the PC reflexes of which are reflected in Table 5 ) ,  
while in c losed syllables (and, apparently, in unstressed open syllables), i t  remained *-i- (the 
PC reflexes of which are reflected in Table 6). 
An PC Rade Jarai 
-1 -si; -�i 
-us (m) 
TABLE 5: REFLEXES OF PC *-�i < An *-i 
Roglai Tsat Chru 
-�i; -ai -�i 
-u�i (m) 
Haroi 
-ii; 
-5i 
WCham PR Cham 
-ay -ey 
[m = metathesis] 
The fact the split was conditioned both by the openness of the syllable and by the presence 
of stress becomes much more obvious when the data in Table 7 is examined. 
An PC 
* .  1 -
Rade Jarai 
-ih -ih 
TABLE 6:  REFLEXES OF PC *-i- < An *-i-
Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
-ih -ih -ih; -7h; -ih -lh; -ih 
-th; -eh; 
-sh 
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An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
* '  /- -1m -lm; -im -ip -im -1m; -em -1m -1m 
* '  / - -lp -ip -iu? -iu? -ip -iu? -1w? 
* '  )- -J? -J? -i/? -i/? -P; -eP -P -P 
* '  /- -It -P; -it -i/? -i/? -P; -eP -P -P 
* '  }- -11 -11 -in -iJ -11; -eJ -11 -11 
* '  )- -}T -)T -) -} -ei -) -i 
* '  /- -In -in; -In -in; -it -in -In; -en -In -In 
* '  }- -11) -11) -i1) -i.7) -i1) -�1) -'iI] 
The Austronesian open syllable *-i reflexes do not unexceptionally go to PC *�i. In a 
handful of 'grammatical' morphemes, the open-syllable *i displays a unique pattern of 
reflexes (see Table 7), albeit a pattern that matches the reflex pattern for *-i except for the 
Rade and the Haroi reflexes. In effect, except for the split Rade reflexes and the Haroi 
reflexes, the reflex pattern is the pattern for closed syllable *-i-, 
TABLE 7 : PC OPEN SYLLABLES WITH *-i IN UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES 
The pattern: 
Malay PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR Charn 
* '  -J -ei -/ -i -) -i; -ei -i -} 
The examples: 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
eli * '  -J ti t�- ,ti at 
sini * '  -J tinei tinT ni ni m here 
/m; ni * '  -/ tinei ?anai kunJ ni ?ani ni; nu ?? ni this 
* '  -/ tP-v particle 
kami * '  -J h�mei g�m�i Jabu? k�mei; kami we 
(exc, )  
-iv kamTn ? k�me -v 
The pattern immediately in Table 7 is quite exceptional, as the overwhelmingly dominant 
pattern for the word final *-i is for it to become *-�i in PC , Although there are several 
borrowed forms with similar reflexes, the forms in Table 7 are inherited forms, not 
borrowings.  The set itself consists of several demonstratives, a particle, and a pronoun. A 
careful look at the syntax and semantics of these forms shows they all have something in 
common: they are all 'grammatical' forms and, more crucially, they are all typically 
unstressed, not stressed, Thus, the lack of stress in these forms seems to be the reason that 
these words have not patterned with the stressed An *-i > PC *�i forms, 
Actual ly, a more careful study of the variation in the Rade and the Haroi reflexes suggests, 
not that these forms were unstressed in every context, but rather that in some contexts the 
forms were stressed and in some they were unstressed, with either the stressed form or the 
unstressed form ultimately winning out on a case-by-case basis, 
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A small number of PC *-i finals came from other sources. Two forms appear inherited 
from Austronesian (see Table 8). 
TABLE 8: TWO OTHER INHERITED FORMS WITH PC OPEN SYLLABLE *-i 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
sisir * . -} bsi tgsi kasi tgsi cgsei tasi tathi a comb 
pagi *
. 
-} mggi pggi pagi pggi pgkhr pake pake tomorrow 
-v -v -v 
Headley ( 1 976) identifies 'comb' as a borrowing from MK, but, if it is ,  its presence in 
Malay as sisir suggests that if it was borrowed, it was borrowed into An before PC; thus, the 
reflex still needs to be explained. In this case, the explanation lies in the final *-ir. Paralleling 
Austronesian forms involving final *-ur (§2.2), the change from An *-i > PC *gi occurred 
before the change An *-ir > PC *-i; as a consequence, the *-i did not undergo the change 
from *-i > *gi. 
However, with the form pagi, which shows up in Malay as pagi, there is no explanation 
for the unexpected PC final *-i. 
The remaining forms with a PC final *-i all appear to be loans (Table 9). In some cases, 
Headley has identified it as a loan; in other cases, various other irregularities suggest it is a 
loan. 
TABLE 9:  APPARENT BORROWINGS WITH PC OPEN SYLLABLE *-i 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
*-i ei rg?i Ja?i Jg- -i Ja?i Iii 
(Headley (#1 .5) identifies this as a MK loan.) 
*-i lOa hgni ia hgni hgni 
* ' -} 
hgnue (m) hunT 
(cf. Vietnamese ong m?t) 
kli -i cglei 
ea hani 
hani 
tali 
basket, 
winnowing 
bee; 
honey 
flat (of 
large rocks) 
*-i ki tgki tuki tgki cgke take take horn; 
-v -v -v antler 
(Headley (#1 .34) identifies this as a MK loan; it also looks like a PLB form.) 
*-i btrei katri kgtrgi kgtcii katray scissors 
-f -vf 
(Headley (#1 .5) identifies this as a MK loan. Another source suggests keJekati 'areca­
nut scissors' from Tamil .) 
Little question exists whether most, if not all ,  the above forms are loans. However, with 
at least several of the forms, there is some question about the relative chronology of the loan . 
Certainly, 'horn; antler' and 'scissors' look l ike loans that postdate the break-up of PC. 
2.2 REFLEXES OF PC*-U, *-u-, AND *-u:-
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In the stage from An to PC, the reflexes of the An high vowel *u split: in open stressed 
syllables, it became PC *-�u (the PC reflexes of which are reflected in Table 1 0), while in 
closed syllables, it remained *-u- (the PC reflexes of which are reflected in Table 1 1 ) .  
TABLE 10:  REFLEXES OF PC *-�u < An *-u 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
-u *-�u -au -�u -�u -au; -(i)� -�u -au; -lau -au -5w 
In closed syllables, An *-u- become PC *-u- (the PC reflexes of which are reflected in 
Table 1 1 ) .  
TABLE 1 1 : REFLEXES OF PC *-u- < An *-u-
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
*u- -uh -uh -uh _tis -uh -uh; -uh; -uh -uh 
-oh; -oh 
-us *u- -uih -uih -uh _Li5 -u:h -ih; -oh -uh -uh 
*u- -un -un -ut; -un -un -un -un; -on -un -un 
*u- -um -um; -um -up -um -um; -om -um -um 
* � u- -Ul) -Ul); -iiI] -uk; -ul) -ul) -ul) -ul); -ol); -ul) -iiI] 
-oIJ 
*u:- -ul) -oIJ; -UIJ -u:k -ul) <XI); -ul); -oIJ; -ol) -oIJ 
-OIl) -OIl) 
* � u- -iP -iP -u? -u? -iP; -O?; -iP -iP 
-57 
*u:- -iP -iP -u? -u./l -u?; -v?; -u?; -o? -u?; -o? 
-5u?; -o? 
In addition to forms borrowed from MK, a small number of PC *-u finals are inherited 
from Austronesian (see Table 1 2). 
TABLE 12 :  PC OPEN SYLLABLES FROM An *-ur FINALS 
The pattern: 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
*-ur *u -u -u -u -u -o:u -u -u 
The examples: 
Malay PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
ekor *u- ku ?aku iku aku ?ako:u hJa ku tail 
nyor *u- Ja?u J�?u J�?u Ja?u Jiu coconut 
palm 
kujur *u- kju t�ju k�su spear; 
-i lance 
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Malay PC 
teJur 
(egg) 
*u-
Rade Jarai Roglai Chru Haroi 
klu 
WCham PR Cham 
klu scrotum 
(animal) 
The pattern immediately above is interesting, as it reconstructs as PC *-u, rather than the 
expected PC *-�u. Quite obviously, in pre-Chamic word-final *-u became *-�u, and then the 
loss of final *-r in *-ur rhymes produced a set of new inherited word-final *-u finals.  In 
addition, of course, there are a number of other word-final PC *-u forms, but probably these 
are mostly early loans. 
It is significant that the developments in Acehnese closely parallel the developments in 
mainland Chamic languages. That is, although the normal Acehnese reflex for word-final *-u 
is -ee, the word for 'tai l '  i s  iku, suggesting that the Acehnese forms paralleled the mainland 
Chamic forms in development. Although the evidence will not be given in this paper, work in 
progress substantiates the long-held belief that Acehnese is simply another Chamic language, 
albeit one that left the mainland at an early date. 
In addition to the reflexes already discussed, *u also has a limited vowel length 
distinction: *u is found both long and short before final -? (Tables 1 3  and 14) and final -J) 
(Tables 1 5  and 1 6). What is c lear, however, is that at least some of the forms containing both 
the long and the short vowels are from Austronesian sources; it is also equally obvious that 
some of the forms in both categories come from MK sources. 
One might suggest that, among the Austronesian descended forms, the short forms 
descend from *-uk, while the long ones descend from *-ut, as the single form in Rade, 
m�ni1t 'banyan' with its final -t suggests, but without further data this is of course 
speculation. Similarly, the form ribut 'storm' ends in -t in Malay. However, at present, all 
this is essentially nothing more than unsubstantiated speculation. 
TABLE 13 :  SHORT -u- BEFORE FINAL -? 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-iP -iP -iP -u? -u? -iP 
*?afliP afiiP ?aflu? amP flu? beads 
-vi 
*fliP fliP fliP fliP fiu?ia fliik -f dive; submerge 
*mabiP babu? m�bu? drunk 
*maniP m�niP m�niP mana? m�na?-n miniP fowl ;  chicken 
*?adiP a diP ?adiP adu? adu? a.tiP; .tiP room 
*bitiP m�tiP [XJtu? pitu? p�tu? -f pitiP; patiP; star 
patiP 
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TABLE 14:  LONG -u- BEFORE FINAL -? 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-up -iP -iP -uP -uP -u?; -o? 
*ka?uP b?iP barkcloth 
*guP giP ku? below, lower 
*ju.1? jiP jiP juP juP c;u? black 
*yuP yiP descend 
'west' 
*tagu.1? bgiP tggu? tagu:k-f tgguP tako? get up 
*tuP tiPg tiP tuP to? to receive 
*ribuP ebiP rgbiP mbuP rgbuP ripu?; rapu? storm 
*ka?uP b?iP kg?ap-n worried; sad 
*puP piP puP po:? carry in arms 
Among the short vowels, there are several words with good Austronesian etymologies 
(apparently, for example, 'flour' , 'mortar' , and 'nose ' )  as well as established MK 
borrowings. In contrast, at least preliminarily all the long vowels appear to be restricted to 
MK borrowings. 
TABLE 1 5 :  SHORT -u- BEFORE FINAL -1] 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
-U1] -U1]; -UI] -uk; -u1] -UI] -iiI]; -UI] 
*rabil1] ebu1] re6iiI] rubuk rgbuI] ripUI]; bamboo 
-i rapiiI] shoot 
*biiI] bilI] bUI] bUI] pUI] basket, large 
*tapuI] kgpuI] tgpiiI] tupuk tgpuI] tapiiI] flour 
*riSUI] esu1] rgSUI] risuk 19sUI] -i lithuI] mortar 
*?iduI] adu1] ?aduI] idak aduI] i.tuI] nose 
*?ani1I] anuI] ?anu1] anuI] package 
*saJuI] hJuI] saluk pit, trench 
*kadu1] bdu1] kgduI] pocket; bag 
*katuI] kgtu1] kgtu1] katuk kgtuI] pull 
*ti1I] tuk tUI] tUI] stomach 
*aiiI] aUI] auk wrap up 
* ph iiI] phi1I] phUI] phuI] -f leper; leprosy 
* *guli1I] gJuI] paguluk; pgrlgI]-v kaJi1I] to rol l  
taguluk 
(probably borrowed from Malay; see p.84 of Shorto) 
* (Ji)hi1I] tEi hUI]- I hUI] lah�1] -f 19h�1] - v papaya 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, #1 .46) 
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TABLE 16: LONG -u- BEFORE FINAL -1) 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
-u1) -01); -UI) -u:k -:J: 1); -0:1) -01) 
*?amu.'I) amUI) amu:k amu:1) - v;  bunch; ear; 
? t�rmung stalk 
*caku:I] k�kUI) c�ku1) caku:k s�ko:1) cako1); tak01) carry 
*QU:I] QUI) Qu:k QO:1) float 
*?u.'I) u1) '(01) male; husband 
*?amu:I] amu1) mil:k -f m:J:1) snout 
*pu:I] apo:I] straw (rice) 
*bru.'I) brUI) bro1) streaked; striped 
All  the examples of long -u- before -1) appear to be from MK, but this remains speculation 
until more work has been done. 
2.3 REFLEXES OF pc *-ay AND *-au 
The reflexes of PC *-ay and *-au are straightforward and well-attested. The only  
particularly interesting reflex is in Tsat, where the final *-y strengthens to  a glottal stop. 
TABLE 17 :  REFLEXES OF PC*-ay AND *-au 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
-ay *ay -ie; -ai -ai -a:i?; -ai -ai; -ai -ay 
-ai (loans) -a:i (loans) -iai 
*au -au -au -au -a:u; -au -au; -a:u -a:u; -iau -au -aw 
(length is with apparent loans) 
The other interesting dimension to the reflexes of these two vowels is that they are, in 
effect, the long counterparts to the word-final PC *-�i and *-�u, which developed word­
finally from An *-i and *-u, respectively. 
2.4 REFLEXES OF PC *-ui 
The reflexes of PC *-ui are straightforward. 
An PC 
-uy *ui-
Rade Jarai 
-ui -ui 
TABLE 1 8 :  REFLEXES OF PC *-ui 
Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi 
-Ul -ui -ui -ui; -oi 
WCham PR Cham 
-ui -uy 
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2.5 REFLEXES OF PC *a, *-a-, AND *-a:-
Although sometimes subject to minor vanatJOn conditioned by the syllable-final 
consonant, the reflexes of PC *a in open syl lables, and *-a- and *-a:- in closed syllables are 
quite regular in PC. 
TABLE 19 :  REFLEXES OF PC *-a, *a, and *a: 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
*-a -a -a -a -a -a -ia; -a -a -a 
-ah *a- -ah -ah -ah _al5 -ah -ah; -iah -ah; -ih -ah; -ih 
-as *a- -aih -aih -a -a -a:h -ah; -iah -ah -ah 
*a- -am; -am; -ap; -am -jam; -am -am 
-am -am -am -am; -am 
*a- -ap -ap -aP; -if? --- -a?; -au? -au? -au? -if? 
* v a- -iil] -iil] -ak -aJ] -iil] -iil] -iil] 
*a:- -aJ] -aJ] -a:k -a.7) -a:I); -aJ] -aJ]; -iI) -aJ]; -iil] 
(occasional) 
* v a- -if? -if? -a? -a? -if?; -la? -if?; -;P -if?; -/? 
*a:- -if? -if? -aP -a/l -aP -a? -a? 
* v a- -ak; -if? -ak; -if? -ak; -a? -a? -if? -a? -a?; -ak 
*a:- -ak -ak -a/l -a:? -aP -a?; -i? -a?; -i? 
* v a- -ar -ar -a -ar -a1; --- -ar -ar 
*a:- -M -ar -a -a:r -al; --- M -ar; -M 
* v a- -a1 -al -an -al -a1 -a1 -a1 
*a:- -al -a1 -an -a:1 -a1 -a1 -a1 
* v a- -an -an -an; -at -an -an -an; -in -an 
*a:- -an -an -a:n; -a:n -a:n -jan; -an; -an; 
-a:t -an -in; -in -in; -in 
* v a- -at -at; -if? -a? -a? -if? -if? -if? 
*a:- -at -at; -a.'l -aP -at; -a? -a? 
(marginal) -a? -a? 
'f' *ac -ac -ai? -a:i? -ai? -a:i? -ai?; -iai? -ai? -aj1 
The marginally attested pattern noted above refers to the contrast between long and short 
*-a- before a final *-t. More evidence may strengthen this correspondence, or, conversely, 
eliminate it. 
The PC *a occurs both long and short before final -?, -I), -k, -I, -r, and marginally before 
-t (see Table 26). It is widely suggested in the literature that the length distinction in PC 
correlates with certain Acehnese vowel distinctions; a careful examination of the two fully 
substantiates that claim for these vowels. 
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TABLE 20: LONG AND SHORT -a- BEFORE FINAL -? 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-iP -iP -iP -a? -a? -iP; -'ll 
*huniP huna? hgna? han'll asthma 
* *biP 6iP biP ba? ba? piP carry on back 
(borrowing?) 
*tiP tiP ta? ta? chop; cut 
*taniP bniP tgniP tana? tgna? tan'll cook 
* *lamiP emiP rdma? luma? 19ma? Ii Jlli"?; fat, oi l ,  grease 
-I  1aJ11l"? 
(Bahnaric rdma, 19ma) 
*paghiP pgkhiP pakg?-v kha? MiP forbid 
*I]iP I]iP I]iP I]a? I]a? 8IJiP make, do 
cf. I]iP 
*furiP ariP ?ariP ara?ni uriP; ariP now 
*tisiP bsiP tgsiP tisa? tgsa? tathiP ripe; cooked 
*tapiP kgpiP tgpa? tupa? tgpa? tapiP straight; honest 
-I 
*miP miP miP rna? ma? Jlli"? take; get 
*fikiP ?akiP; kiP ika? aka? ikiP; kiP to tie 
* *suriP hriP hriP sura? sra? hariP write; book 
*-aP -iP -iP -aP -aP -a? 
*tana,1( tgniP faggot; 
bamboo strip 
*paP piP piP paP paP pa? four 
*fjaP djiP ?jiP djaP hold; carry 
* *6IaP 6laP 6laP 61a? open eyes 
wide 
*palaP pliP pliP palaP plaP-vl  pala? palm; sole 
TABLE 2 1 :  LONG AND SHORT -a- BEFORE FINAL -I] 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-Mj -Mj -Mj -ak -8IJ -Mj 
*glMj dlMj k1 � . 8IJ  look at 
*lawMj rdW8IJ ra wMj visit 
-1 
*hadMj hgdMj hgdMj hadak hgd8IJ ha.tMj charcoal 
*khMj khMj khMj khak kh8IJ khMj hard; stiff 
(Vietnamese ?) 
*6Mj 6Mj 6Mj 6ak 68IJ bMj hole; door 
* *hMj hMj hMj hak h8IJ hMj hot; spicy 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, # 1 .35 & Shorto) 
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PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*wiiI] wiiI] wak wary wiiI] sickle 
*piiI] piiI] wal l ,  make 
*JaniiI] eniiI] rdniiI] Janak -f /:mary Janl1] earthwonn 
*-a:1] -ary -ary -a:k -a:1] -ary; -iiI] 
*pJiiI] pliiI] plak pla.7J -I  lemon grass 
*draJI) dra:k dra.7J rhinoceros 
hornbi ll 
*kra.7J kra:k k�ra.7J -VI clam; 
shellfish 
* raba:1]ln k�ban raba:k rdba:1] ripary; bridge 
-if -f rapary 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, # l . 1 O) 
*pina.7J m�nary �nary pinfuJ -1 p�na.7J paniI) betel; betel-
nut 
*cana.7J c�nary canfuJ ch�na.7J taniI] bed 
*cfa.7J cfary cfary cfa:c cfa:I) dary (lie) on back 
*ha.7J hary lOa hary ha:k bank; shore 
* *kala.7J tJary klary kala:k bla.7J hawk; kite 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, #l .38) 
*tula.7J klary t�lary tula:k t�la:1] talary bone 
* *ka:1] kary kary ka:k t�lka:I); ka.7J kary chin; jaw 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, # 1 . 1 2) 
*cacfa:1]; k�cfary c�cfary cacfa:k ch�da:1]; radiiI] crack open 
*racfa:1] s�cfaJI) -m 
*pagha.7J bhary -i �khary pakha:k dry over fire 
*rala.7J; hlary hJary rala:k rdla.7J grass, thatch 
*kala.7J 
* *ja.7J ja:k jaJI) to guard; 
(Sanskrit; Coope) gate(way) 
*luba.7J luba:k l�ba:1] lipary; hole; pit 
lapary 
*sa:1] sary sary sa:k sa.7J thary house 
*pisa.7J pisa:k �sa:I) pathary husband 
(Sanskrit) 
*?ura.7J ariiI] -1 '1ariiI] ura:k araJI) urary person 
*huda.7J h�dary h�dary huda:k h�da.7J ha.tiiI]; .tary shrimp; 
lobster 
*ya:1] yary yary ya:k ya:I) yary spirit; god 
*la:1] Jary lary la:k la:1] lary spread out 
*luwa:1] ewary rdwary luwa:k l�wa:1] liwary thin; lean 
*caBaJI) k�6ary jabha:k ch�6a:I) cabary branch; fork 
*kata.7J btary btary bdary -I  strong; well 
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PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
=1= *piI)an m;}I)an p8IJIn- dish 
(Hindi < Persian; Coope) 
TABLE 22: LONG AND SHORT -a- BEFORE FINAL -k 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-ilk -ilk; -81 -ilk; -81 -ak; -a? -a? -a?; -ak 
*tagilk k;}gifl t;}giP tagak t;}gak -f bush knife 
*?alilk -f alak alak -f alilk wine; liquor 
(Arabic) 
*tagliik k;}dliik t;}gliik t;}rgIa? choke 
*gatilk k;}tilk k;}tilk kata? k;}ta? katifl sap; resin 
*parilk prilk priik paria? pria? paryifl; silver; 
pirak money 
(white) 
*?aliik . alifl ?aIifI yolk 
*-a:k -ak -ak -a.'? -a.'? -a?; -i7 
*rata:k etak r;}ta? rata.'? F.Jta.'? ri.ta?; rata? bean; pea 
*pa?a:k piiI-ak P;}?if1 pa?a.'? p;;,?a.'? paa? armpit 
*?ana:k anak ?anifl-\ ana"? ana.'? am7 child 
=1= *?a:k ak ?a? a.'? chim a.'? a? a crow 
(Mon-Khmer) 
*mana:k manan? miflP oil 
(from Cham? Shorto p.87) 
=I= *?amra:k amrak amra.'? amrjjp-n mra?; peacock 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, #1 .47) amra? 
*ha:k hak hak ha.'? split 
=1= *?awa:k a wak awa.'? awa? spoon; ladle 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, # 1 .6 1 )  
*ja:k jak jak ja.'? (fa? invite 
TABLE 23 : LONG AND SHORT -a- BEFORE FINAL -1 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-iil -iiI -al -an -al -iiI 
*t8IJiil k;}I)iil tarph deaf 
-fv 
*patiil p;}tal pattir pillow 
*gatiil btiil k;}tal katan btal katiiI itchy 
*sapiiI piil h;}pal sapan spal hapiiI arm (fore-) 
*aiil aiiI to wedge 
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PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*mal mal man mal mal beam 
*sanal anal- h.,nal sanan pillow 
*-a:l -al -al -an -a:l -al 
*pra:l -v pral pran pran pram pnn strong; well 
'" *ja:l jaJ jal jan ja:l gal -I net, casting 
(Indo-European; Headley, #2.6; Sanskrit jaala) 
*kapa:l k.,pal k.,pal kapan bpa:l kapal thick 
*ka:l kal kal kal -I to lock; bolt 
*ba:1 bal ban ba:l pal mend; patch 
*bana:l m.,nal b.,nal ban an rag 
*kata:l katan k.,ta:l katal thunder; 
lightning 
TABLE 24: LONG AND SHORT -a- BEFORE FINAL -r 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-ar -ar -ar -a -ar -ar 
'" *'Iasar asar athar seed 
(Sanskrit saara) 
*padar p.,dar; pada p.,dar spin ;  tum 
pgd.,r 
*pacfar pacfa pgcfar tell ,  send 
*-a:r -ar -ar -a -a:r -ar; -ar 
*ba?a:r m.,ar ba?a b.,?a:r piar paper 
*6a:r 6a 6ar coiled 
*da:r dar dar encircle 
*'Iusa:r ?asar; usa asa:r athar flesh, 
?asar meat 
*cha:r char cha sa:r char gong 
*wa:r war war wa wa:r wal -f stable; pen 
TABLE 25 : LONG AND SHORT -a- BEFORE FINAL -n 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-an -an -an -an; -at -an -an 
*'Iapan apat apan apan; pan hold; take 
*I]an I]an I]an money 
*'I8lJan 8lJan 8lJan; name 
(Sanskrit ?) I]an 
*'Ianan anan ?anan anan name 
"' *klan tlan klan tlat klan klan boa; python 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, #l .50) 
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PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
=1= *khan khan khat khan khan cloth 
(Vietnamese khan 'towel; handkerchief') 
*gan gan gan gat �an cross; pass 
over; go past 
*-am -an -an -am; -aft -am -an; -in; -in 
*lama:n eman FcJman luman l::Jmam limin elephant 
*taIJam bIJan t::JIJan taIJan t::JIJam taIJln hand 
=1= *papa:n P::Jpam papan board; plank 
(probably borrowed) 
*dham adhan than; dhan tha:t tha:n .than branch 
*lupam epan FcJpan lupa:t l::Jpa:n lipan; centipede 
lapan 
*?ika:n kan ?akan ika:t aka:n ikan fish 
*rina:n enan FcJnan rina:t l::Jyam Iinan; ladder 
lanan 
*bulam mlan blan ia bila:t sa blam pilan moon; month 
*_na:n tsinan-i p::Jnan ina:t; pineapple 
rina:t 
*huja:n h::Jjan h::Jjan huja:t h::Jja:n ha�an rain 
*jala:n elan j::Jlan jala:t j::Jla:n �alan road; path 
*bha:n -n phan pha:t pha:n _n phan sneeze 
TABLE 26: LONG AND SHORT -a- BEFORE FINAL -t 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-at -at -at; -ii'? -a? -a? -ii'? 
*sukat kat h::Jk:5t- v suka? ska? stopper 
*pisat m::Jsat pisa? p::Jsa? pathii'? navel; centre 
*buIJat m::JIJat b::JIJii'? ; bUIJa? b::JIJa? piIJiP soul, spirit; 
b::JIJat shadow 
*?urat aruat 'lara? ura? ara? urii'? vein, tendon 
(m) -y 
*hulat hluat hlat; hula? h::Jla? halii'? worm 
(m) hluat (m) 
*kawat; k::Jwat kuat kuat -f wire 
*kuat 
=l= talabiit talabat t::Jlbat worship 
(borrowing?) -f -f 
*-a:t -at -at; -a? -aP -aP -a? 
*pha:t m::Jnat phii'? pana? phaP pha? chisel 
*jaha:t jhat sat j::JhaP; �ha? bad; wicked 
j::Jhua 
PC Rade Jarai 
'" 1a:t 1at 1at; 1a? 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, # 1 .25) 
*laba:t ebat 
Roglai 
laP 
1ubaP 
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Chru PR Cham 
klet flat 
-ivf 
1ipa?; 1apa? walk, go 
In Table 27, which shows PC forms with *a following a nasal consonant, the 
corresponding Western Cham and Phan Rang vowels are I-i-I or, more rarely, Iii as the result 
of the nasalisation. For three forms ( ' flower' , 'striped' (which may be the same root as 
'flower' ), and 'soul, spirit; shadow' ), the reflex is I-u-I, a reflex conditioned both by the 
word-final position after Irjl and by the fact that the initial *b- gives the whole word second 
register. 
PC 
*ti!]a 
*t;}( ri )!]a 
*mamah 
*tanah 
*tama 
*?ama 
*huma 
*lima 
*?ina 
"'/*?amah 
"' lamah 
*l81]a -v 
*panah 
*manam -I 
*pina:!] 
*?ana:k 
*lama:n 
*cana:I] 
*t81]a:n 
*mana:k 
*makrah 
"'kram -Ivn 
*krah 
*gunam 
*nam 
*?anan 
TABLE 27 : NASALISED *a IN W. CHAM AND PHAN RANG CHAM 
WCham PR Cham 
tani ask 
(tanih) t81]i ear 
mamih mimih chew 
tanih tanlh earth, soil 
tami tami enter 
mi ami father 
hami field, dry 
1ami limi;lami five 
m InI mother; major; big 
mih mlh gold 
ramih ram'lh - i  rhinoceros 
181]i li!]i;l81]i sesame 
panih panlh shoot (bow); a bow 
manim minim weave; twil l  
pani!] pani!] betel (areca palm); 
betel nut 
ni? ani? chi ld  
1amin limin elephant 
cani!] tani!] furniture; bed 
(wooden bed) 
t81];}n -y t81]ln hand 
mani? mini? oil 
krih middle, half 
krim -y krim -y bamboo 
krih; kih krih middle; half 
�anam cloud 
nam nam six 
n;}n nan that (third p.) 
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PC 
*buI)a 
*buI)a 
*buI)iit 
WCham 
p8I)ur -f 
PR Cham 
piI)u 
piI)u 
piI)iP 
flower 
striped 
shadow, shade; soul ,  
spirit 
The type of nasalisation is itself of interest, being perseverative rather than anticipatory, a 
type of nasaJisation reminiscent of the nasalisation in Malay and in other Austronesian 
languages. 
3. THE PC MAIN VOWELS BORROWED FROM MK 
The main vowels reconstructed for PC , including early pre-Chamic MK borrowings 
reconstructable to the PC level, are presented in Table 28 below. The MK borrowings are in 
bold. 
TABLE 28: MAIN VOWELS BORROWED FROM MK (IN BOLDFACE) 
PC main-syllable vowels 
*ia *-i-, *-i 
* iilu 
*iau 
*e 
PC main-syllable vowels 
*-a 
*-ii-, *-a:-
*-ay 
*-au 
*-U 
* � -u-, *-u:-
*-:J 
*-5-, *-:JI-
*-ui 
*ua 
*uai 
*u.,i 
In Table 28, the PC vowels that came with MK borrowings are represented in bold type. 
This statement, however, requires some qualification. First, the *-i in open syl lables 
originates from two sources, one involving borrowed MK forms, the other involving forms 
inherited from Austronesian. It is important to recall that forms with *-i in a final open 
syllable inherited from An became *;;Ji in PC. Thus, MK borrowings with *-i in a final open 
syllable that postdate this change introduced a number of new forms with *-i in final open 
syllables. Further, a small number of Austronesian 'grammatical' forms apparently did not 
undergo the change from *-i to *;;Ji in unstressed contexts (see discussion in §2. 1 ) . Second, 
the *£ is quite marginally attested; further research may eliminate it completely. And, third, 
the vowel-length distinction with -u- seems to have come about through the influence of MK 
borrowings containing long -U-. 
3 . 1  REFLEXES OF PC *e 
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There are only  a small number of PC forms that reconstruct with *e and their etymological 
status is not completely c lear. 
TABLE 29: REFLEXES OF PC *e 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
*e- -eh -eh -eh -e -eh -th; -lh; -eh -eh 
-ieh; -eh 
*e- -E -e -e -e -e -t; -e -e 
-e 
*e- -a1 -en -eJ; 
-e:1 
The majority are borrowings, but there is one obvious non-borrowing among them, the 
form *labeh 'more, surplus' , which is obviously related to Malay 1ebih 'more' .  
3 .2 REFLEXES OF PC shwa 
PC shwa only occurs in borrowed forms; the An *e [,,] became, not shwa, but PC *a. 
TABLE 30: REFLEXES OF PC *;J 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
*;J- -V -V -;J? -;J? -;J? -51; -;J? -;J? -;J?; -V 
*;J- -ih -;Jh; -ih -;Jh -;Jh -lh;-:lh; -;Jh -:lh; -;Jh 
-:'5h 
*;J- -:lk -ik; -P -;J? -;J? -;J? -V;-:'5- -;J? -51 
*;J- -am -:'5m -;Jp -an -;Jm -a-; -la- -:'5m -am 
*;J- -:lI) -:lI) -;Jk -81) -;JI) -II); -iI) -;JI) -81); -II) 
*;J- -an -:'5n -;Jt -;In -:'5n; * -vn -En -an 
*;J- -:J? -51 -;J? -;Ju? -au? -:'5"'" 
*;J- -;Jr -;Jr; -:'5r -;J -an -;Jr -v1;<)1 -ar -ar 
All of the forms with the above vowel reflex patterns (fable 30) and with clear 
etymologies (fable 3 1 )  are borrowings. There are, of course, numerous forms without clear 
etymologies. 
PC 
*nr;}n -if; 
*d�n -if 
* la?;Jn 
P-Mnong 
*?lik 
TABLE 3 1 :  SOURCES OF PC *;J 
P-North 
Bahnaric 
Bahnaric 
(AC) 
numb 
cold 
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PC 
'*'gY.Jm -vf 
*ch�r 
*ch-an-�r 
*txP 
*b-an-�? 
*fY.JI] 
*j�I] -vf 
*y�h 
,*, *kJ�p 
'*' *fY.Jr 
*61'dm 
*g�r 
*g�I] 
'*' *sag�r 
P-Mnong 
P-North 
Bahnaric 
Bahnaric 
(AC) 
gdim 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, #1 .66) 
thunder 
plant with stick 
dibble stick 
to fence, dam 
�not a dam, fence 
*p;5I] to nail ,  hammer 
*jeI] become 
*y�h particle 
*t�p stab; poke 
*piir *piir apar; par to fly 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, #1 .27; Vietnamese bay from *baJ) 
*kam bY.Jm; mY.Jm arrow 
g�r handle (knife) 
ga:I]; g�I] pole; post 
*hag� h�g�� q�r drum 
(Mon-Khmer; Headley, #1 .22) 
hudu11J; hada11J ant 
tiil; tal ani ve; until 
Although all the above forms are borrowings, it is not clear were all of them have come 
from. As the table makes clear, some have etymological connections to the Mnong branch of 
MK or to the Bahnaric branch. The first three forms are post-PC borrowings into various 
Charnic languages, as noted by the use of the symbol '*' , but only one has a clear MK 
etymology. The next four forms also appear to be MK borrowings, as evidenced by the MK 
instrumental infix-an-; although it is possible to factor out this prefix on the basis of the 
forms in PC, it i s  far more likely that the forms were borrowed with the infixes already in 
place. The next eleven forms all have counterparts in Proto Mnong (Blood 1 968), Proto 
North-Bahnaric (Smith 1 972), or in Bahnaric itself (Aymonier and Cabaton 1 906). None of 
the PC *� forms appear to have Austronesian etymologies.4 
3.3 REFLEXES OF PC *ia, *iliu, AND '*' iau 
Three diphthongs have been borrowed from MK into PC: *ia, '*' iau, and *iau. The reflexes 
are conditioned by co-occurrence with different finals, but are nonetheless quite regular. 
4 Most likely all the *:;, fonns should be prefaced with the symbol "' . indicating a borrowing. with those 
borrowed from MK into pre-Chamic being indicated by '" * and those borrowed after the break-up of PC 
being indicated simply with '" . 
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TABLE 32: REFLEXES OF PC *ia 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Raroi WCham PR Cham 
*-ia -ia -ia -ia -ia -la -ea -ya 
-ea; 
-ea 
*ia- -iiP -iiP -ia? -ia? -ia? -ill; ? -yiP 
-ea? -ea? 
*ia- -ier; -£r; -ia -ia -ia; ---, -ia; -i£r; 
-lOa -ia -J�r; -lOa; -ea -ier 
-J£r -ea 
*ia- -ia- -ia:u? -cau? -eau? -yaw? 
*ia- -iiP; -iiP; -ia? -ia? -ia? -ia?; -ill; -'P; 
-iet -lOt -lOt -v -ea? -yiP 
*ia- -dim; -iam -iap -ia? -ia:m ---, 
-iam -eam -eam -yam 
*ia- -ie1) -£1) -i81); -i81) -J81) ---, -i81) -Je1) 
-iak -e81) 
(-yak) 
*ia- -iiP -iiP -ia? -ia? -ia? ---, -ill ?; -yiP 
-ea? -ea? 
*?iar lOa ?ia ia ?ia33 ia ?£a; ea fa; water 
?ea ier (fresh) 
Of all the words containing the diphthong -ia- only 'water' (last item in Table 32) appears 
to be a Austronesian word. The overwhelming majority of all the above forms are 
borrowings, although *chiyap 'wing' (last ,item in Table 33) may, despite its initial, be an 
inherited form at the PC level. 
TABLE 33: REFLEXES OF THE PC CONFIGURATION *iya-
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Raroi WCham PR Cham 
*iya- -ia- -ia- -ia- -�ya- -ea-; -aya 
IL_; -£a- -aya- IL_;  
-ia:- IL_ -ya-
*chiyap siap siau/l cau? cheau? thyaw? 
n -v 
wing 
This last 'vowel ' is obviously not a unitary vowel, but rather a specific configuration that 
appears to behave uniquely. In some cases, this particular configuration has coalesced into 
*ia. 
TABLE 34: REFLEXES OF PC *iau 
An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Raroi WCham PR Cham 
*iau- -iau; -IOU; -iau -a:i? -iau -iau; -iu -iw 
-au -i£au; -£au; 
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An PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
-iau 
:f: *iau- -ieo -iau -iau -lau 
-eau 
-iau; -iau -iew 
-£au 
The above patterns occur only in borrowings. The first pattern :f: iau is even further 
restricted; it occurs only in words borrowed after the break-up of PC, as the :f: before the 
form indicates. 
3 .4 REFLEXES OF PC *ua AND *uai 
The overwhelming majority of the words in PC contammg the above vowels are 
borrowings, but there are at least two forms that are inherited: *buat 'to do' and *dua 'two' ,  
both identical to the forms i n  Malay (see Table 35). 
TABLE 35 : REFLEXES OF PC *ua AND *uai 
An PC 
*-ua 
*ua-
*ua-
*ua-
*ua-
*ua-
:f: *ua 
Rade Jarai 
-ua -ua 
-uah -uah 
-at; -uiP; 
-uot -5t 
-uom -:Jm 
-uon -:In 
-uiP -uiP 
-uor; -ua 
-ua 
:f: *ua- -uJ -uJ 
Roglai Tsat Chru 
-ua 
-uah 
-ufP 
-o:p 
-uat; 
-uan 
-ua? 
-ua 
-uan; 
-u.,n 
-ua 
-ucr5 -uah 
-ua? -ua? 
-uam -:J:m 
-uan -uan; 
-u.,n 
-ua? -ua?; 
-.,wa? 
-ua -ua 
-uaJ; 
-u.,J 
:f: *uac -u£1 -uaP -ue?; -oP -uaP 
-uaP 
:f: *u.,i- -ui -ui -u.,i -oi -U.,/ 
:f: *uc -uc -uP; -uP -uP 
-uc 
:f: *uai- -ue -uai -uai -ua:i -uai 
Haroi WCham PR Cham 
-ua; -:Ja -wa 
-oa 
-uah; -wah 
-oah 
---, 
-oa? 
-u:Jm; -:Jm 
-:Jm 
-uan; -uan -on 
-:In 
-uiP; -:Ja?; -wip 
-oa? -uP 
-oa -ur; -u 
-:Ja 
-uJ -uaJ -oj 
-oaP; -uaP 
-u:JP 
-ui; -uai -oy 
-uP; -uP -iii? 
-OP 
-uai; -uai -oy 
-oai 
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As with a number of the correspondences examined so far, it is sometimes quite difficult 
to distinguish between conditioned variation and irregulatities due to borrowing. 
3.5 REFLEXES OF PC *-J, *-6-, AND *-J:-
The majority of the *-J, *-6- and *-J:- vowels entered PC through borrowing, but there 
are nonetheless a minority that appear to have come not through borrowing but from 
Austronesian forms with *u. In particular, *ramo:1] 'tiger' ,  */amJ or *ramJ 'cow ' ,  *t:r51] 
'eggplant' , and *dJ:k 'sit; stay; live' seem to have some claim to some sort of pre-Charnic 
Austronesian etymology; the etymology for *dJ:k is particularly strong. 
An 
TABLE 36: REFLEXES OF * J, *- 6-, AND *- J:-
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Tsat 
*-J -0 
* J- -Jh 
*6- -61] 
*J:- -01] 
*6- -:'9 
*J:- -:'9; 
*J:- -ok 
-0 -0 
-Jh -oh 
-J1]; -ok 
-61] 
-J1]; -01]; 
-01] -o:k 
-:'9 -0'1 
-:'9 -0.'1 
-6k; 
-:'9 
-:'9 -0.'1 
-0 
-(u)01] 
-0'1 
-0'1 
-0'1 
Chru Haroi WCham PR Cham 
-J -J -J -J 
-Jh -vh; -Jh -Jh; 
-uh; -6h 
-uh; 
-6h; 
-Jh 
-J1] -61] -61] -61] 
-J:1] -W1]; -J1] -J1] 
-UIJ; 
-J1] 
-J? -:'9; -:'9 -:'9 
-/P 
-J.'I -J?; -J? -J? 
-J.'I -v?; -J? -J? 
-:'9 
Not only was PC *J largely borrowed, but in certain environments the vowel was 
borrowed with a length distinction. The PC *J occurs both long and short before final -'I, 
final -1], and final -k (Tables 37, 38, and 39, respectively). 
TABLE 37: *J BEFORE FINAL -'I 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-:'9 -:'9 -:'9 -0'1 -J? -:'9 
*'Iak:'9 k:'9 ?ak:'9 ako? akJ? ak:'9 head 
*g:'9 g:'9; gJ g:'9 go? gJ? �:'9 kettle; pot 
*ch:'9 s:'9 cho? sJ? scoop out 
*h:'9 bh:'9 h:'9 sweat; bleed 
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PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*I]:9 I]:9 gah I]::P above; 
(east) upgrade 
:i?:9 '1;)'1; ;)P vomit 
'101 (choke) 
*sr5"? hr.J? sr5"? subside 
*-;)P -:9; -01 -:9 -oP -;)P -;)'1 
*kas;)P kgs:9 kgs:9 kuliP kgls;)P th;)? lungs 
soP (placenta) 
*bP kOl ko? -I  koP bP k:9; ak:9 white 
*m;)P mOl moP wife (mid-) 
*6;)P 6:9 6:9; 60P 6;)P b;)? face 
mgta bOl mata m:}ta cf. nose 
TABLE 38: *;) BEFORE FINAL -I] 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-:'5I] -:'5I] -;)I]; -:'5I] -ok -;)I] -:'5I] 
*pr5I] pr5I] pr5I] prok pr:JI] pr5I] big 
*tr5I] tr5I] tr:JI] trok tr:JI] tr5I] eggplant 
*saJ:'5I] hJ:'5I] hbI] kbI] forever 
*dh:'5I] dh:'5I] th;)I] thok th;)I] ,th:'5I] knife 
=1= *y:'5I] y:'5I] PI] yok lift; take off 
=l=cacf:'51] cacfok chgcf;)I] cad;)1] -\ flat basket 
=I=?anr5I] anro? -f ar:J? toad 
=l=r5I] r5I] r:JI] tula:k gr:JI] -i? r:JI] -\ a back 
turoc 
*-;),'I] -01) -;)I]; -OI]; -;),'I] -;)1) 
-01) -o:k 
:i?at;),'I] tOI] ato:k at;):1] at;)1) beat (gong) 
*bJI) 10I] p:}rb,7] try, test, 
prove 
*kh;).7] khOI] khoI] kho:k kh;).7] kh;)I] dry 
(end of rain) (dry, sunny) (weather?) 
*r:J.7] ro1] ro1] r:J1] nourish 
*gb,7] dloI] dloI] dlo:k gb,7] 19;)I] tall; big; high 
-i?? 
*bum;)JI) m01) bumo:k banana 
-f (banana stalk) -f blossom 
=1= *kacf;).7] kacfo:k get stuck 
=1= *k;)JI) k01] b1] ko:k bJI) bI] bracelet 
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PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
� *m:I] krOI) mI) kro:k ia m:I) mI] river 
� *b�)JI] bOI) b:JI) bo:k b:J:I] IPI) coffin 
� h:J:J] -f hOI) hOI] hOI) -f h:J:J] wasp 
� j:J:I] JOI) j:JI] jo:k j:J:I] apI) axe 
� lam:J:I] emoI] �moI) lumoI) �m:J:I] rim:JI] -i; tiger 
� ram:J:I] - r  ram:JI) -i 
�? anI':):J] enoI) ?amI) anro:k an:J:I] an:JI] carry 
_VI (on a pole) 
With the forms in Table 38, the MK influence is particularly clear. Four of the forms have 
already been analysed as post-Chamic borrowings (� ), another four are pre-Charnic 
borrowings (� *), and the remainder, while not yet established as borrowings, certainly lack 
obvious Austronesian etymologie�. 
TABLE 39: *:J BEFORE FINAL -k 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*-:5k -:5k -:Jk; -o? -:J? -:5? 
-:5k; -:5? 
*tuJ:5k t�l:5? disk-like 
*p:5k p:5k p:5k po? to open 
*h:5k h:5k h:Jk h:J? h:5? pour 
to abort out; spill 
*-:J:k -ok -:5? -oP -:JP -:J? 
*d:J:k dok d:5? doP d:J.I1 .t:J? sit; live; stay 
*b:k 10k 10k loP; b:h; b? to peel 
-vf calo.l1 b.l1 
*s:J:k s:J.I1 strike; pound 
� kut:J:k k�tuop kuto:k k�t:J:k grasshopper 
� kut:J:p -vf -f -f 
� pI':):k prok pr:J'7 Pr:JP pr:J? squirrel 
TABLE 40: PC *:J APPARENTLY FROM AUSTRONESIAN SOURCES 
PC Rade Jarai Roglai Chru PR Cham 
*cb:k dok d:5? do.!l do.l1 .to? sit; live; stay 
*lam:J; emo r,}mo lama _n l�mo limo; cow; ox 
*ram:J lama 
*b:Jh boh b:Jh bah bah poh fruit; 
egg; classifier 
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One of the forms containing *-:xk ( *d:xk 'sit; stay; live') i s  definitely an Austronesian 
word. The *::> itself also occurs in two more forms apparently inherited from Austronesian 
sources: *b::>h 'fruit; egg; classifier for small round objects' and possibly *ram::>/*Jam::> 'cow; 
ox; cattle' , although I suspect the latter may be a widespread borrowing instead. However, 
the remainjng forms do not seem to have obvious Austronesian etymologies. Instead, it 
appears that the overwhelming majority of these forms are borrowings, most of them from 
MK sources. Certainly, the fol lowing are MK forms (see Headley 1 976, 1 991 ) :  'wasp,' 
'axe,' 'bracelet,' 'coffin, casket,' 'grasshopper,' 'river,' and 'squirrel . '  Those that were 
borrowed after the break-up of PC are marked with "' . In addition, several more of the forms 
above, while not identifiable as MK borrowings, nonetheless appear to be borrowings from 
some source, on the basis of extreme irregularities in patterning (e.g. 'tiger' and possibly 
'cow; ox'); the form for 'grasshopper' , were it not already identified as a MK borrowing, 
would still look like a borrowing because of the extreme irregularity of its correspondences. 
Final ly, some other forms look suspiciously non-Austronesian due to their phonetics: the 
*8- initial in 'face' , the *sr- cluster in 'subside ' ,  the -nr- cluster in 'toad' , the *0- in 'flat 
basket' and 'get stuck' . 
4. THE MAIN VOWELS SUMMARISED 
It goes without saying that everywhere the details remain to be filled in and clarified. For 
instance, much can be learned about the first-syllable vowels from a more sophisticated 
examination of the written records. Similarly, a better understanding of borrowings will 
contribute to a better understanding of the systerruc interactions between the Austronesian and 
the MK heritage. 
Nonetheless, the outlines of the rustory of PC vowels seem clear. The PC vowel system 
consists of a core of elements inherited from Austronesian, supplemented and enriched by 
MK borrowings. In addition, the subsequent reflexes of PC vowels in the various daughter 
languages is also qujte straightforward, with our improvement upon the foundation laid by 
Lee ( 1 966) and others made possible by an expanded understanding recognition of which 
forms were borrowings and by a greatly expanded database. 
From these patterns we can learn something both about the nature of the earlier cultural 
contact and about the influence of language contact on vowel systems. The intensity of the 
early contact between MK speakers and the pre- PC speakers is  attested to by the richness of 
the borrowed component of PC . The effects of language contact are attested to by the 
restructuring of the original Austronesian disyllables into the iarnbic morphemes of PC and by 
the incorporation of a number of new vowel distinctions into the linguistic system. 
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